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GERMAN .... WITHDRAWAL

MAY HAVE BEEN A STRATE.
'
GIC MOVEMENT

London, Dec. 12. A dispatch from
Edinburgh to the Dally Mall reports
that two German submarine attacks
were made on the Firth of Forth on
Wednesday morning, but that they
were repulsed. Two of the enemy's'
submarines, the dispatch says, were
destroyed.
The admiralty has no confirmation
of thla reported submarine attack in
Scotland.

The French war office announced today that three German batteries
had been destroyed and others silenced; that several German trenches
had been' blown up; that the allies had made successful Infantry attacks
and that they had won back possession of an extended section along the
west bank of the Yser-can- al
in Belgium, to captune which the Germans
In
most
the
engaged
desperate and deadly fighting of the war in the west.
forces which
Petrograd dispatches state that the front of
have been advancing toward Warsaw from the northwest has been pierced
in two places. The French official statement, referring to this same phase
of the eastern cajmpaign, says that Violent German attacks have been defeated and that the Germans are retiring In disorder. Along the German
center, west of Warsaw, It Is said tne attacks of the invaders have been
repulsed with heavy losses.
The, Servians are, said by the Frencn war office to have pushed fur-- ,
ther their newly-wo-n
advantages in tne fighting with the Austrians, crossing the Polubara river In northwest Servla an( capturing two towns.
A daring Turkish naval raid on tne Russian port of Batum, near the
eastern end of the Black sea, Is reported from Constantrnopie. It Is said
thajt 100 Russians were killed by the bombardment of Turkish warships.
Since the engagement between Russian and Turkish warships In which
the former German cruiser Goeben, principal unit of the Turkish naval
forces, was damaged, there has bee" little activity on the Black sea, and
the character of the Turkish vestcday's dispatches given no Intimatlo"
sels which made the attack or of the whereabouts of the Russian war-

'

London, Dec. 12. The close of the
eighteenth week of the war finds the ships.
stirring operations In the eastern theaThe German cruiser Dresden is 8a'd to have taken refuge from the
ter of chief immediate Importance. It
British warships In an Inle on the coast of PatagoniaL The
pursuing
Jts.now being said by British commen- Dresden fs the only one of the five German warships defeated by the Brit-Is- h
tators that, Eomethmg went wrong
on December 8, which has not been reported officially to have been
with the timing of the Austro-Germasunk,
:.y..
operations for "the relief of Cracow,
It has become apparent that the renewed military actvity in France,
Galicia.
The converging columns ap- the
precise nature pf which has bee" left in doubt by the indefinite officparently failed to effect a Junction, ial communications, has not yet attained the dimension of general assault.
with the result that General Diinitrio, Berlin is
speculating whether the al'ie, taking advantage of Germany's
former Bulgarian minister at Petro-graIn the great struggle wit" Russia, will seize the opportunity
preoccupation
inseems to have been fcble to
to begin a general movement designed to push back the whole German
flict a sharp reverse on the Teutonic line,
forces by repulsing the individual arReports from French and English sources state that the Germans are
mies before they had time to concen- being
pushed back slowly here and t"ere, as though the present operations
trate.
of the allies were In the nature of testing attacks to ascertain whether
Further to the north tho capture the Germans have been weakened appreciably by withdrawals of men from
of Lodz by the Germans, so far as the eastern
battlefieIdsltThe campaign In eastern Prussia is now viewed
sequel. more complacently by the allies.
known, had no spectacular

...

n

d,

While the Invaders made fierce onslaughts against the Russian line
northeast of Lodz on both Wednesday
and Thursday in attempts to break
through toward Warsaw, they appear
to have accomplished little..
It is considered possible,' howevdr;"
that the Germans just now are placing chief reliance upon the effort to
turn the right flank of tho army of
Grand Duke Nicholas, through the efforts of the Invading forces, which
have been pushing forward from the
'Mlawa, near the .east
direction
Prussian border.
In France and Belgium, while no
general advance has yet been signalized, the steady pressure of the allied
armies on the German line is believed to presage an early general offensive movement.
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The German Statement
Berlin, Dec. 12 (via London). Advantages for the German army in
both the west and the east are reported in an official statement given
out today at military headquarters.
The attacks of the allies in France
and Belgium have been repulsed and
the 'Germans have gained ground near
Arras and in the Argonne. In the
east the Russian forces were beaten
back In the fighting along the east
Prussian frontier and in (southern Po
land.
;y..
The German official statement
says:
"On the east Prussian frontier our
cavalry repulsed Russian cavalry, taking 340 prisoners.
"South of the Vistula and in northern Poland our operations are developing.
"In southern Poland Russian atn
tacks have been repulsed by
and German troops.
"In Flanders the French yesterday
made attacks in the region of Lange-marwhich, however, were, repulsed.
Thy lost 2K men in killed and we
took 440 prisoners.
"Our artillery bombarded the Tpres
Austro-Hungaria-

Petrograjd reported yesterday that the Germans were within 15 miles
It is
of Warsaw, but it Is now said that this advance has been checked.
asserted in Paris that the German plan of campaign has failed; that attempts to outflank the Russian right and left have been defeated and that
the Germans now are. reduced to the necessity of making frontal attacks,
German
which so far have been futile.
observers, however,
while frankly recognizing the Immense Importance of the outcome, see.no
reason for believing that the German plan of campaign Is In danger of

andft'y- -

failure.

-

The mystery of servta's sudden reversal of form is attributed in Paris
to a dramatic accident It is said that King Peter, Servia's
ru.!er, went to the front at the time when his army apparently was being
pushed to extremities by the Austrians and said to his soldiers:
"Your old king Mas comedo die with you for the Fatnerland."
Thereupon a general assault was ordered, resulting In the recently
reported repulse of the Austrians.
The official German statement of today says that attacks of the allies
in France and Belgium have been repulsed and the Germans have gained
ground near Arras and in the Argonne.
Of the operations In the east Jt says that Russian attacks along
east Prussian frontier and in southern Poland have been repulsed and
the German movements west of Wasaw are developing.

railroad station to interfere with the
movement of troops..
"We have made seme progress near
Arras.
""French troops again attacked us
"
near
but without eu- Souain-Perthes,-

"In the Argonne forest the French
for weeks past have limited themselves to very weak attacks, and they
everywhere have been repulsed. On
the other hand German troops have
again taken possession of an important French position of support by
means of the explosion of a mine.
The enemy has suffered heavy, losses
in killed, and many of their troops
have been so severely shaken as to
be unable to fight any longer."
,

'

is Guessing
21 (via London).
Dec.
Petrograd,
Russia

the

that

by holding each successive trench until it " hecomes untenable. Reports
reaching Petrograd indicate that the
German front has been pierced at
least on two points between Ciecha- now and Prxesanick, severing communication between the German col-lumns.
A German repulse here, military
critics say, will be more significant
as a strategic advantage than as a
decisive factor in te campaign now
raging on all sides of Warsaw. It will
give the Russian forces operating to
the northwest of Warsaw, Russians
point out, space in which to maneuver
on the right bank of the Vistula their
right wing which hitherto has t been
cramped by the falling back of their
own troops upon the Polish capital.
Constant German reinforcements
from other parts of the battlefront are
reported to be entering thj struggle
in this locality.

Russian military observers contend
the Germans, in withdrawing befove
partial success of the Russians along
The French Statement
the battlefront to the north of Warsaw, are following their well known
Paris, Dec. 12 The French ofScial
tactics of delaying the advance of bulletin, given out In Paris this aftertheir opponents as long as possible noon, says that French troops now

1914.

neighboring Italian consulate, which
place the Turks besieged in spite of
the fact that the Italian consul, Slg-no- r
Cecchl, a son of the well known
explorer, immediately came to the defense of his colleague. Richardson
was taken prisoner and dragged forcibly to a boat; which then left for an
unknown destination.
' As British
subjects in Turkey are
under American protection, the Amer.
lean "embassy t Constantinople, It is
stated, has been asked for information regarding the,, reported violence
against a British subject, while Italy
is inquiring about the alleged violation of her consulate. -
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Dresden Cornered
IT WAS FEAR THAT MADE THE BUSINESS DECLARED TO BE MORE
London, Dec. 12. A dispatch to the
MEN QUIT THE COLLIERIES,
BRISK THAN FOR SOME
Evening News from Valparaiso, Chile,
HE SAYS
TIME
says it is reported that the German

BLACSt SEA

cruiser Dresden has taken refuge in
an inlet on the coast of Patagonia,
The Dresden is the only vessel of
the German squadron which met the
British fleet in the south Atlantic De
THE cemher 8 that has not been accounted

12. Robert
New York, Dec. 12. Wall street
Denver, lec.
Young,
n came into its own
formerly mine foreman (or the
today. The stock
Fuel company and the Col- exchange, closed for nearly four and
orado Fuel and Iron company, was a a half months, except for limited trad
witness today in the strike investiga- ing in bonds during t the past twv
BATUM
IS SHELLED WITH
tion conducted by tne federal indus- weeks, was reopened at 10 o'clock this
for.
OF CZAR'S
DESTRUCTION
trial relations commission. He testi- morning for active trading in stocks.
SOLDIERS
fied that union men were not per One hundred and ninety-twissues
British Squadron Coals
mitted to "alight" in any coal camp were approved by the governors for
Deo.
12.
It is persistently in which he had been
Panama,
occupy the west bank of the Yser
He trading, and though other issues were
employed.
reported here today that a squadron said he had not been a union man for
canal.
barred, notably United States steel, acsix
British warships met four col 17
Artillery engagements, oil o them of
on the floor of the exchange
years.
tivity
liers yesterday at a point on the high
resulting more or less advantageoussaid he ran for county com revived memories of business years
Young
ly to the French, are reported in the seas 60 miles south of Panama and missioner in Huerfano
county at the ago.
region of Arras near Nampoel in the coaled from them. It is believed lo- recent election. He was defeated
Not for many years has there been
by
Aisne, in the region or Petnes near cally that these warships cam from 90 vqtes. He claimed the election
such a throng of broKers on the floor
by
Australian
waters.
One
of
them is 697 votes.
the forest of La Gruerie on the heights
He said he had fought the a3 that which waitedd patiently tor the
even said to be the Australian battle
of the Meuse, and m the Vosges.
"county republican machine."
signal to resume trading. There are
The text of the communication fol- cruiser Australia.
Before Young took the stand the 1,100 members of the exchange and
""' ;
'For. several days past there has committee held a brief, Executive
lows:
nearly 700 of these, it is estimated.
'
"The enemy has campioted" the been, much wireless interference and
District'
k were on the floor.
J.
J.
Attorney
"
evacuation of the wesl bank of the it is said that the colliers and the
of the Third Judicial district
There was hardly need, it seemed.
V'ser canal to tho north of (lie house warships have been in communication. was excused without
to his during the first few minutes of trad
adding
Also
ships' captains coming into Bal- testimony of
of the ferryman, ami we occupy this
yesterday.-- ,
ing for posting of minimum price
of
boa, have reported tho neru'iu-s-'
hank,
in
his
said Sheriff The market opened with a rush anil
Young
testimony
cruisers.'
lliure- have
.'In ihe region
en'--.
U)S Fa rr cyiiUoiljMi .th, politics . ot an oldtlme . upward swing that
In the 'Six. British cruisers hkvtC called' at Huerfano conty. He
been artillery engagements.
said Farr did the principal issues ., whol? poisn
during the last few days. not own saloons in v Waisenburg, hut above the rock bottom
region of Nampoel our batteries have Panama
figures deterreduced to silence tne batteries of the Thla concentration of colliers has dominated them.
asserted that mined upon by the committee in ad
lie
enemy. In the region of the Aisne, been for the supplying the British saloons were run in the county with vance. , Business was more active and
our heavy artillery Bilenced the field squadron.
out licenses until the militia closed the undertone stronger in the final
A Japanese fleet is said to be off
'rt
batteries of the Germans. At a point
'
them up.
hour, with a higher level for most of
northeast of Vaily one of their bat the coast of Chile and the British war
Conditions in the mines of Colorado the prominent issues. Reading was
teries of howitzers was completely ships are believed to have sailed for are due to fear of organized labor, he the active feature, increasing its gain
the south to effect junction with the
.
destroyed.
thought. He explained that favor to over 8 points. Lehigh. Valley gain
"In the region of Pethes and in the Japanese.
able working conditions were offered ed 12 points, St. Paul 5
and North
vicinity of the forest of La Gruerie
Sensational gains
by the operators as a prevetnatlve of ern Pacific
there have been artillery engagewere also made by other specialties.
unionization.
ments and some infantry fighting
Four dollars a day for the average People's Gas jumped 11 points. The
TODAY IN CONGRE8S
which resulted advantageously to.v us.
miner, as stated by the operators, was closing was strong.
I
I
'On the heights of the Meuse the
a fair average, he said.
-i
The witness 'Said experienced im
artillery of the enemy showed little
Washington, Dec. 12. Senate; Met migrants placed on the same footing BIG SECTION OF SlACli
activity. On the contrary, our artil
noon.
lery demolished at Deux nouds, to the at
in the mines as experienced men
Lands committee continued hearing
l,
west
of
gave rise to dissatisfactions. This HANGS OVER THE PLANT
two batteries of the enemy, one com- on water power bill.
miner
had driven the English-speakin.iKK
Recessed at 2:10 p. m. to reassem- out of Colorado.
posed of guns of large caliber, and
the other for firing upon aviators. In ble at 10:45 a. m. Sunday for the pub
two
P6WER HOUSE IN. DANGER FOR.
othg,sa1d''he did not believe
this same region we have blown up lic funeral of the late Representative per cent of the Walsenburg miners
SHORT TIME WHEN CHIM-NEa block house and destroyed several Payne of New York in the hall of the were unionized two weeks before the
GIVES WAY
house.
trenches.
strike. The arrival of "gunmen" at
House: Met at 11 a. m.
"Between the Meuse and the Mo
the mines caused the men: to join
the. top
Having become rivet-cuJudiciary committee heard repre the union' for protection; he added.
selle there is Dothing to report and in
section of one of the big
smokethe Vosges there have been artillery sentatives of the Society of Friends
"There was no need 'of ' a?' "strike stacks at the power plant of the Las
engagements. In the region of Seno-ne- s sipportlng Palmer bill to prevent use convention," he said. "A notice print- Vegas Light and Power company topwe have consolidated the positions of names of religious societies as ed in a newspaper would have been pled over yesterday. Fortunately, the
trademarks.
gained by us the evening before.
metal seams were not entirely ripped
obeyed.
Resumed consideration of District
"In Russia, in the region of Mlwa,
of apart. Had. this occurred It is likely
E. L. Doyle, secretary-treasure- r
violent attacks on the part of the of Columbia appropriation bill.
District 15, United Mine Workers cf the big .piece of metal would have
Rules committee considered prohi- America related his arrest for a con- - crashed
Germans have been repulsed and Rusthrough the roof of the power
sians again have taken the offensive bition and women suffrage resolutions. tempt of court charge before District house. Early today a gang of men
against columns of the enemy that are
Judge Greeley Whltford of Denver for 'was put at work repairing the stack,
disobedience of an injunction This is a dangerous job, loth, to lif&
retiring in disorder. ;'
alleged
z
"In the region to the north of
which he said restrained strikers in and property, as the foig disengaged
AUTO SPEEDING MUST
ferocious German attacks have
northern coal fields in the fall of 1910 .piece of pipe weighs many hundreds of
been also everywhere repulsed with
from "doing anything but sleep and pounds. ' Charles Doll, the steeplejack,
STOPPED-MAYO- R
BE
n
- '
losses for them.
eat."
jhas charge of the repair work. Two
"In the region south of Cracow the
a
strikers
number
;he large telephone poles were spliced
With
of other
Russian offensive has been success- COUNCIL
FORCE was convicted; sentenced to a year in together and mounted on the roof of
AND POLICE
'
fully continued in spite of a stubborn
jail and heavily fined.' on two occa- - the power louse to enable ihe steeple
WILL BACK MOVE TO STOP
'" ;,; ' :
resistance.
sions."' In each case, he said, "the judge Jack to carry on his work'. A large
RECKLESS DRIVING
ilIn Servia the Servian armies which
released the pris6ners before appeals and interested crowd, standing at
had reached the Kolubara river, have
At the meeting of the city council taken were heard by the secretary of ' a safe distance, watched the opera-stat- e.
crossed this stream between the
In both instances trial by Jury tions.
last night it was brought to the atwhich has been occupied by tention of the aldermen that
had been denied thw miners. The
speeding
resthem and the junction of the Ljid. of automobiles within the
GERMAN PLAN FRUSTRATED
city limits commission was developing the
To the north they have occupied
bulletins
the
for
publicity
ponsibility
of
Several
is
becoming
prevalent.
Amsterdam, Dec. 12 (via London).
Lazarevatz. The number of prisonthe aldermen told of narrow escapes and organization of the district union The
ers taken by the Servians in the
correspondent at Hansweert,
of pedestrians and drivers of horses. when recess was taken for luncheon.
of the Amsterdam TeleNetherlands,
course of these recent engagements
Smith, with the approval of
declares that the TJutch authorreaches a total of about 18,000 men." Mayor
graph,
Bonds
Miners'
Relinquished
the council, has announced that the
ities have seized 15 river boats conTrinidad, Colo, Dec. 12. Out of the
speeders will be prosecuted to the full
cargoes of grain and other
taining
Turks Sleze a Briton
extent' of the law. The
several hundred striking coal miners
goods, which, It Is alleged, the Gertranswho
11
those
work
in
at the local
of ail citizens, especially
Rome, Ree.
who have applied for
(Delayed
mans were attempting to smuggle b
mission). An incident of considerable have automobiles and endeavor to offices of the C. F. and I. company
of the River Scheldt. The Gera
live up to the city ordinances regard and the Victor American Fuel com- way
gravity has occurred at Hodeida,
man
authorities, the correspondent
seaport of Arabia on the Red sea, 100 ing speeding, is asked by the olice pany, less than two dozen have been
sent cargoes of property.
said,
It ap- force. If the names of a few of the given
miles northwest of Mocha.
according to
pears from advices that hav been speeders were turned in and they were local official statements. In every
FRENCH SHIP MISSING
Brought here that the Turks, on learn- to he prosecuted and fined, the city case preference has been given to men
BritG.
A.
authorities believe, there would be with families and who are known not
Richardson, the
New York, Dec. 12. .Some opir- ing that
ish consul, was still in town, tried to less reckless driving. It is feared that to have taken part in strike disorders, hension is felt in steamship circles
enter his house to arrest him.
somebody will be killed if the speed
over tlie
cf tba French
Consul Richardson escaped to ihe ing continues.
(CnntlnuVd on pare Four)
liner F'.-from ir: r.
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tlons of Europe are wanted by the
tions of Europe are wnted by t he
south. Taking time by the forelock,
in antlclation of the rush of immi
'
grants of the agricultural type, a
tomonster meeting was held here
day of delegates from many south
ern states, editors, railroad
men,
bankers, real estate and business men,
who responded to the call of Senator
Duncan V. Fletcher of Florida.
Hon. William B. Wilson, secretary
of labor, welcomed the visitors and
opened the meeting with a stirring
talk on the opportunity of the rural
sections of this country to obtain sut
lers and farm hands. The department
of labor has been making extensive
conditions of
invesTltgatlons into
of labor, and is aiding all worthy
moves for
the assimilation of
the floods of immigration in the sections where families are needed and
where thrift and usefulness1 In American citizenship can best be achieved.
this
The meeting, which, opened
forenoon in the southern building, was
called by Senator Fletcher last month.
The delegates who attended were told
of the tentative plans that had been
developed, of offering inducements to
the agriculturally Inclined immigrants
now out of work In centers of large
population, to settle on southern farms
and to care for the distribution of
the horde of foreigners who will profarms of
bably quit the
America.
in
to
settle
Europe
The meeting was an enthusiastic
one, and words of encouragement
were said by delegates from many
sections of the south. Before the
convention disbands, the immlsrration
policy of the southern states will have
been established and a plan of financing desirable agricultural settlers will
be adopted.
The federal government Is taking
great interest in the meeting for the
subject of immigration Is one of the
most important questions now before
congress, and the labor conditions in
the congested cities are such that the
powers of the department of labor are
being exerted to solve the question of
more practical distribution of foreign

&.$omiuxm$ Son,,
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Commencing Tonight
Store will be open evenings
Until Christmas
until ChrisCommencing tonight the store will be open evenings
do
your shopping,
tinashowever, morning are the beat time to
in the day
thus avoiding the crowds later in the day. Shop early
nd early In the season.

Greea Tag Special
for Monday

All
1-- 2

Womens Coats

Price

We have just 44 coats in stock.
guaran"Wooltex" (with their
less
of
coats
the.
and
tee) "Printzess,"
of
colors
The
range
expensive grades.
and styles are such that you will easiwe
ly find Just what you wish and
weather
really haven't had any coat
yet From now until the end of this

blood-soake-

sale, buy these coats at just half.
$7.50 COATS NOW

..$3.75

$10.00 COATS

NOW

5.00

$15.00

COATS

NOW

7.50

$20.00

COATS

NOW

10.00

$25.00 COATS

NOW

12.50

$30.00 COATS

NOW.....

15.00

$35.00 COATS

NOW

$17.50

$40.00 COATS

NOW

$20.00

till
t

'

Vlie !. Uli. lt Cu.

You may now buy women's suits and Bilk dresses, silk petticoats,
misses' suits, children's coats and dresses at HALF PRICE.

ACT QUICKLY

--

signs. The club makes an offer of
$100 reward for information that will
lead to the arrest and conviction of
manDESTROYER OF SIGNS any person destroying or In any
ner mutilating the signs. The club
has followed this policy In southern
PROTO
and aa a result several of
TAKES
STEPS
California,
AUTO CLUB
the vandals have been handed jail
TECT THE NEWLY INSTALLsentences. The work Is expected to
ED ROAD MARKERS
be permanent and the club will do all
The road marking truck of the Au- in its power to make It so.
Douglas C. Mitchell and D. S. Mc- tomobile Club of Southern California
left town late yesterday evening after Stay will return to Las Vegas In May,
placing several signs in Las Vegas. on their way from Kansas City, Mo,
The truck contained Douglas C. Mit- back to their home in San Diego.
chell and D. S. McSlay, who are the
Sick Headache
representatives of the club in the
Sick headache Is nearly always
work being carried on. The truck
went out on the Watrous road, work- caused by disorders, of the stomach.
ing in the direction of Raton. The Correct them and the periodic attacks
sign posters expect to reach the moun- of sick headache will disappear. Mrs.
tain city In a week. They then will John Bishop of Roseville, Ohio, writes:
continue the work through Colorado, "About a year ago I was troubled with
' going across the entire state and indigestion and had sick headache
trough Kansas, ending the trip at that lasted for two or three days at a
time. I doctored and tried a number
Kansas City, Mo.
The men are putting up signs that of remedies but nothing helped me
are intended to be permanent. They until during one of those sick spells
are strong enough to withstand at- a friend advised me to take Chambertacks from the weather, tut no sign lain's Tablets. This medicine relievwas ever made that was strong enough ed me In a short time." For sale by
to withstand the destructiv9 work of all dealers. Adv.
vandals. The Automobile Club of
Southern California, realizing this,
THE SOUTH'S OPPORTUNITY
has offered a reward for persons who
Washington, Dec. 12. The thriving
will prevent the destruction of the Lorraine, and other war stricken sec--

Greek Designs
Are
quite the
thing in

Monogram

Stationery

this year,
They are
artistic too.
:

Optic Pub. Co,
J

lift?

Dangerous In East
Las Vegas
Do tne right thing at the right time
Act quickly in time of danger.
In: time of kidney danger Doan'n
.
Kidney Pills are moBt effective.
Plenty of East' Las Vegas evidence
of their worth.
P. Ciddio, tailor, 505 Sixth St., East
Las Vegas, says: "I had a. steady
ach4 across my loins and. my right
side; ' When I stooped, I felt the trou
ble more severely. When I lay down,
I could hardly straighten on account
of the pain. I attribute the trouble
to my sitting in a craped pposltlon at
my work Doan's Kidney Pills proved
to be just what 1 needed. They not
only removed the pain and backache,
hut i?av me permanent benefit. A
few years ago I gave a statement, telling how Doan's Kidney Pills had
cured me and I have nothing to withdraw from it My back and kidneys
have given me no more trouble."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedy get
Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Foster-MIIburCo.,
Mr. Ciddio had.
Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
Been

n

12, 1914.

PULPIT

Sicrli's flnfei

Severe Head Pains
Caused By Catarrh
Cured By Peruna

AND'

Choir Loft

Sty

CHURCH OF Th'B IMMACULATE
Adrian
CONCEPTION
Rabeyrolle,
,

pastor.
mass 7:00 a. ro.; second mass
10 a. m. Sunday scnocl In English

First

it

and Spanish at 8 p m, la Spanish at
Among those things which all women
should know of, and many of them do, 8:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
la a splendid external application sold if the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
In most drug stores under the name of
,
"Mother's Friend."
It Is a penetrating m.
liquid and many and many a mother tells
Sunday school lor Ei tlish speakhow It so wonderfully aided them through
the period of expectancy. Its chief pur ing and Spanish speaking children
pose Is to render the tendons, ligaments
very Sunday at 1:30 p. n.
and muscles so pliant tnat nature s expansion may be accomplished without the
Intense strain so often characteristic of
thn nerlod of exoectancv.
"Mother's , Friend" may therefore be
considered as indirectly having a splendid
Influence upon the early disposition of
the future generation,
Whatever induces to the ease and com
fert of the mother should leave its Impress
upon the nervous system of the baby.
At any rate it Is reasonable to believe
that since "Mother's Friend" has been a
companion to motherhood for more than
half a century It must be a remedy that
women have learned the great value, ofc
Ask at any drug store for "Mother's
Friend," a penetrating, external liquid)
of ereal helD and value. And write to
Brailfleld Regulator Co., 402'I.aniar Bldg..
Atlanta, Ga., for their book of Useful
and timely Information.
.
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workmen.
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IT COSTS STATE
TO PASS

$89

A LAW
BUT NEW MEXICO'S LEGISLATION
IS NOT THE MOST COSTLY
BY BIG MARGIN
According to a table which has been
prepared by experts, it costs the Btate
of New Mexico $89 for the passage of
each bill that gets safely through the
state legislature. Below will be found
a tabulated statement of the costs of
legislation in the various states which
will be of particular Interest, In view
of the fact that the New Mexico leg
islature is about to meet:
Cost No. Bills
per Bill per 1000
6.1
88.33
Alabama
25.9
Arizona 1
4.7
Arkansas
88.67
16.5
California

r

'

137.58

Colorado

Connecticut

.

15.7
30.8

--rt.-t

DVaware-- '

l- -

Florida Georgia

"08.74

44.91
97.64

;

429.76

-.

j.127.16
'

-

Iowa!

194-5-

48.19

Kansas
Kentucky
Maine

s

.

Idaho
Illinois Indiana

136.76

-

-

19.5
2.9
4.9
5.7
10.5
4.0
18.8

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

16.1

142.33
145.58

.

-

Minnesota - Mississippi

4.5

129.57
86.82

10.7;

--

4.8

- 213.72
118.49
(

16.2

'146.18
,186.77

58.6

76.00
89.00

4.9
15.6
4.5

-

E82.2G
'-

7.3

177.94

Missouri

Nevada!
New Hampshire
SKATERS MEET AT NEW YORK New Jersey
New York, Dec. 12. The seventh New Mexico
annual meeting of the international New York skating union of America opened here North Carolina

9.4

.166.39
;

Montana - Nebraska

10.9

-

--

1

12.3

186

19.5

15.4
124.90
today, with delegates present from tne North Dakota
2.1
269.82
amateur skating association of Cana- Ohio
G.8
Oklahoma
of
association
da, western skating
- Oregon,
14.4
69.07
associaNew:
skating
England
Canada,
3.6
tion, eastern skating association and Pennsylvania f
13.1
Rhode
Island
western skating association.
The!
83.53
4.3
meeting will adopt a schedule of. South Carolina
15.5
108:72
-Dakota!
South
all
Speed
riaes and nlaces for holding
12.6
and figure skating championships Tennessee
111.0C
3.6
throughout the United States and Texas . 12.9
84.75
Utah
season.
Canada for the coming
"; 231.81
23.7
Vermont
7.8
76.01
Lame back may come from over Virginia
i 85.12
10.5
of
muscles
Washington
In
the
work, cold e'U'ed
127.21
5.3
the back,- - or from disease. In the two West Virginia
7.5
110.74
Wisconsin
is
former cases the right remedy
27.9
115.70
SNOW LINIMENT. It Wyoming .
BALLARD'S
Average cost per bill in all states,
should be rubbed in thoroughly over
;
,
the affected part, the relief will be $164.45.
Total average number of bills introprompt and satisfactory. Price 25c,
Sold by duced is 7.4 per 10,000 population.
50c and fl.00 per bottle.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
Hank Gowdy declined to lead the
There is a difference of opinion on grand march at Cleveland. "Anything
the propriety of holding the Olympic but that," was his imploring plea for
'
,
games in America next year. With mercy.
fully half the best athletes ,of the
Cheeks Croup Instantly
world out, on account of the war,
You know croup Is dangeronus. And
what could the winner claim?
you ought to know too, the sense of
This and Five Cental
security that comes frpm having Fo
DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this ley's Honey and Tar Compound In the
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and house. It cuts the thjck mucus and
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name clears away the phlegm,
stops the
and address clearly. You will receive strangling cough anijr gives easy
in return a free trial package contain- breathing and quiet slep. Every using Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, er Is a friend., O. G. Schacfer and
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley Red Cross Drug Store.r Adv.
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
Tablets. For sale in you? town by
Only two Braves show In the .300
O. Cr, Schaetr and Red Corss Drug class in the official league
batting
Co. Adv.
list. They are Strand and Connolly.
!

I Feel

It

5,000,000

ILL

a Duty tc

Mankind
to Let All
Know of
My Cure.
Peruna
Did It.

TREES

BE USED

CHRISTMAS
THE FOREST SUPERVISORS VIEW
VV

ITH ALARM LOSS
YOUNG TREES

OF

Chicago, Dec. 12. fully five millions of Christmas trees are being cut
in the forests of Maine, Vermont,
Michigan and Wisconsin, the Catskllls
the Berkshire, and in all wood-lot- s
and
D.
F.
R.
Mr. W. H. Chaney,
Va..
where
evergreen trees grow. This
Co.,
Sutherlin,
Pittsylvania
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
writes: "For the past twelve months toll exacted for Yuletide joy, brings
ROWS Very Rev. Paul Gilberton, I have been a sufferer from catarrh
alarm to the forest bureaus, who view
of the head. Since taking four botPastor.
demand on the
a
like
the
tles of your Peruna I feel
First mass at 6 a. in. Third Sunday different
The setrees that spring forth to re
person altogether.
young
vere pains in my head have disapexcepted.
forests kings that
Sermon In peared, and my entire system haB place the depleted
Second mass
axeman's blows.
the
under
fallen
have
greatly strengthened.
English. This ta Children's mass but been
to the
testimonial
a special Inhave
first
Is
children
"This
my
Chicago
everybody. Is welcome, especially the curative qualities of any patent
their trees
of
the
terest in
gathering
English speaking people. Hymns ren medicine. I feel It a duty to manof cutting
adventure
for
the
this
Peruna.
of
year
know
dered by the children under the direc- kind to let them
is the greatest the Christmas trees falls this year to
it
estimation
In
my
In
a.
Sermon
10
m.
mass
at
Third
medicine on earth for .catarrh."
a woman, Mrs. Barbara Schuenemann;
Spanish.
We have thousands of testimonials
t
them
of
Some
whq is completing In the
4
From 3 to Sunday school.
like Mr. Chaney's.
of
cut
the
suffering
At 4 p. m. May devotion and bene were cured after yearsIn finding a woods of northern Michigan
disappointment
and
to
is
which
the
of
brighten
cargo
sacrament.
ting
diction of the blessed
remedy.
the homes here. A grimy tragedy of
At the New Mexico Hospital for the
Send for free copy of "Ills of Life.
the "Christmas Ship," which was wont
Insane mass every fourth Sunday by The Peruna Co.. Columbus, Ohio.
to liquid mediwho
object
Those
to (bring the cargo of trees from Michthe reverend pastor.
cines can now procure Peruna
igan to Chicago, is still remembered,
with great vividness, for it wa only
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
morn
two years ago that Optain Herman
services
Sunday
every
Ilegular
Midweek subject Wednesday night,
and
Schuenemann, with ma crew or 11
11
Wednesday
o'clock
at
ing
Christ's Attitude to the Former Reve men went down In the Christmas ship,
S o'clock
Li
in
Carnesle
at
evening
lation."
the Rouse Simmons, off Washington
brary.
Youj are cordially Invited.
island and no trace of either the boat
or crew was ever found. So this year
CHURCH
PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST
THE FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
the captain's widow led another gang
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
Rev. J. Milton Harris, pastor.
of woodsmen into the forests. Assistlas avenue and Tenth street
Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
ed by her three daughters she haB
Morning worship and sermon at 11
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
been carrying oa the businoss. She
o'clock.
B. Y. P. U 6:30 p. m.
with her rew i nusky woodssailed
Bible study and Sunday school sea
Evening worship, 7:30 p. m.
schooner
men in the
Hon of the Sisters of Loretto.
Prayer meeting, Wednesday even Lucky and within a week the Lucky
sion at 9:45 a. m.
7:30 p. m.
is due to return with her happy womSociety of Christian Endeavor at ing
The
morning sermon wilrbe, "And an
6:30 p. m.
captain and her cargo of Christmas
He Went a Little Farther," Mt. 26:39, trees. While the little vessel is plow
The church extends a most hearty
and In the evening "Thrust Out,
welcome to all people. Visitors and
ing its way home the three daughters,
Launch Out, Let Down and Leave All."
wel
In
the
city especially
Elsie, Hazel and Pearl, are busily
sojourners
This church takes its one stand
corned.
preparing for the distribution of the
upon the Bible as tho word of God, trees.
Christ as the Lord of Lords
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH and Jesus
The gathering of five million Christof Kings." Its messago
the
and
King
Columbia and National avenue.
mas trees this year r a desecration
Is salvation through the Cross of CalHours of service:: '
iu the eyes of Uncle Sam's forest exAnd its people are friendly.
vary.
Preaching 10:45 a. m 7:45 p. m,
perts. They believe that the effect
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
is
very bad on the future timber supROCKEFELLER FIGHTS TAXES
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
It is pointed out that, if the
ply!
Cleveland, 0 Dec.
If you are without a church broe
woodlands were under a proper foresto Attorney Virgin Kline, a suit will
come!
We can help you.
no harm would be
fi!e heretoday t(jj thwart the ef- - try management,
ho
work
It you are looking, for church
for the yearly thinning from the
done,
T.ax
or
rorts
countyoome! You can help us.
would more than, satisfy even
commissioners to collect taxes on forests
market dem.and for Christa
greater
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH, $311,000,000 worth of personal prop- mas trees.
vote of two to one the
Rev. J. S .Moore, Rector, 716 National erty. By a
tree is
Every kind of
of
the highest tax ofboard
complaint,
avenue, East Las VegaB,
used for Yuletide purposes, the parsustainficials'
of
the
county, recently
Third Sunday in Advent, December
ed Deputy Tax Commissioners Fack-le- r ticular variety depending upon the
13.
and Agenew, and decided that tha locality. Firs and spruces are the
Holy Communion, 7:30.
most popular, with the pines and ceoil
king must pay taxes here on that
Sunday School, 9:45.
amount of personal property. Two dars in second place. The fir, howMorning prayer and sermon 11.
courses were open, to appeal to the ever, is the best of all Christmas trees
Order of service at 11 o'clock:
state tax commission at Columbus, or and inj the northern and eastern states
Hymn 41, Hark, a Thrilling Voice
take the case direct to the federal is used to the exclusion of almost
is Sounding."
court on the ground that he Is a citi- everthing else. In the markets of
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant
New York and Philadelphia, however,
zen of another state.
Gloria Patri, Chant.
the black spruce is the favorite. In
was
Kline
announced
It
byAttorney
Benedicite Omnia Opera.
would take the latter course, Maryland,, Virginia and the District
that
he
Jubilato Deo.
and file the' suit today, to enjoin the oi Columbia the scrub Virginia pine
Hymn 18li, Ye Servants of the
local authorities from assessing
the is commonly used. In southern WyomLord.
tax.
ing and Colorado the lodgepole pine
Sermon.
is almost the only conifer available.
Anthem, Hark the Glad Sound.
In .California, the incense cedar and
In Back and Hips
Pains
Hymn 37, Great God. What do I Are an Indication of
even the redwood are frequently used.
trouble
kidney
See and llear.
The Christmas trees vary in size
a warning to build up the weakened
Presentation of Alms, Chant.
five to 35 feet In height. The
from
rid
make
them
your
vigorous,
kidneys,
Hymn 43, Rejoice, Rejoice Believ blood of acids and poisons.
Go to smaller trees bring about 25 cents
ers.
for Foley Kidney Pills. each in the cities; those from six to
Full vested choir and crucifer at 11 your druggist
In 50c and $1.00 sizes. .Sold. In your ten feet high $1 or more, while in
o'clock.
town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross New York large, shapely trees sell
This church is open daily for private
'.v.
from $5 to $30, and trees 35 feet high
Druf? Stor
prayer and meditation.
often bring $35 each. It is a remarkMcGraw is dead set against limiting able fact, however, that those who
CHRISTIAN
FIRST
CHURCH,
the number of players. He always gather the trees receive very little
Eighth and Main Sis. J. H. Whistler, has favored a
big crowd on the bench. for their effort. For trees that bring
Minister.
$1 the farmers get from 6 to 10 cents;
9:45 a. m. Bible school
Bring your
Gas In the stomach comes from food and they consider
themselves very
Bibles.
which has fermented. Get rid of this lucky to get as high as 15 or 20 cents
11 a. m., Communion and sennon,
badly digested food as quickly as pos for the most perfect, trees. A good
subject of the sermon, "The Struggle Bible if you would avoid a bilious at- deal of
dissatisfaction has been voiced
of Life."
HERBINE is the remedy you this year by the cutters, who are de7:30 p. ni., Evening worship, with tack;
need. It cleanses and strengthens the manding larger prices from the deal-ers- v
Gospel song service and sermon on
liver and bowels, and re
and this may result in an increas"The Price and Blessings of Over stomach,
stores energy and cheerfulness. Price ed price to the buyers at the markets
coming."
50c.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv this year.
"Come let us sing unto Jehovah, let
us come before His presence with
thanksgiving."
Everybody will find
a welcome, no matter who you are,
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
East Lbs Veiras, N. M.
'
at the Christian Tabernacle.
H, W. Kelly, President
Albmruetijue, N. M,
t.
Jacob Gross,
Peoos, N. M,
The annual meeting, luncheon, and
Clarenoe Men, Secy. & Treas,'
. Trinidad. Colo,
...
election of officers, of the Christian
- Donald
v
Steward,
Rowe, N. M.
C, C. Robblns,
Tabernacle, will be held on WednesSanta Fe, N. M.
day eevning, December 30, when reports of the different organizations
of the church will be made.
g

gam.

wind-swep-

two-maste- d

cone-bearin- g

.

.

Vlce-Pres-

JGROSS KELLY & CO.

FIRST METHODIST EPISCOPAL
Corner of Eighth street and. National avenue; Re
Royal A. Simonds,
pastor.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. W. G.
Ogle, Superintendent.
Sunday
morning subject, "And
Jesus Went Into the Mountain to
Pray," a meditation.
Evening subject, "Unconscious De
terioration," music by mixed quartet.

Wholesale Grocers

wool. hides a pelts,
wagons
navajo blankets
;eagle hay presses
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1913 BATTERS A
JVNX-FOLLOWE-

D

BUNCH
ONLY A FEW OF LAST YEAR'S ,300
HITTERS REACHED THAT
MARK THIS SEASON

esting and puzzling features. Includ- both lists. Whether the pitching,
ing all those players who participated which the batters faced during 1914,
in any manner, in 15 or more games was better than a year ago or a sort
each season the roster for this year of sympathetic slump existed in the
shows 188 names against 183 12 National league it Is impossible to
months ago. Notwithstanding this In- state but the fact remains that a num
crease in the total number of batters
enrolled in the records but 15 of the
1914 hitters hammered their way into
the .300 or better ranks while in 1913
the select list included 23 names.
When these lists are again reduced
by eliminating ail those players who
did not participate in at least 50 games
of the seaor approximately
son, the record shows that 14 batters
qualified in 1913 to nine thiB season.'
Of this number but four,
Daubert,
Becker, Wheat and Magee appear in
one-thir- d

New York, Dec. 12.

A comparison

of the official batting averages of the
National league for the seasons of
1913 and 1914 develops some inter

DECEMBER

1897 that Wugner dropped below .300
but this was not surprising in the
case of Honus, for like other batting
heroes of the past, Wagner was at
last forced to bow to the all powerful
arm of Father Time. For the period
from 1897 to 1913 inclusive Wagner
had a grand average of .341. His high
est mark was .380 made in 1900 and
his lowest .300 made in. 1913.
Another peculiar .feature Is that
three of the four players who figure
in the .300 or better class for both
seasons increased their averages while
all around them the heavy hitters
were dropping below their last year's
Jake Daubert, the
performances.
champion batter of the league for 1913
and 1914, fell from .350 to .329 but the

ber of those who batted their way into the .300 class in 1913 could not duplicate the feat during the past sum
mer.
Cravath, of the Philadelphia club hit
.341 in 1913 and .298 In 1914. Viox
of Pittsburgh dropped from .317 to
.265; Zimmerman of Chicago from
.313 to .296; Chief Meyers of New
York from .312 to .286; Lobert of
Philadelphia from .300 to .275 and
Wagner of Pittsburgh from .300 to
.252.
This was the first time since

,

12, 1914.

r.

was the execption to the general rule
of the quartet.
Beals Becker raised his 1913 average
of .316 to .323; Zach Wheat gained
19 points by batting .319 in place of
.ill ana Sherwood Margee moved up

to .314.
Speaking of records and averages
brings to mind the fact that Charles
Edward Brickley, the captain of the
Harvard University team of 1914, will
leave quite some figures behind hira
when he is graduated next spring.
Brickley since he entered Harvard as
a freshman in 1911 has piled up 289
points for the Crimson, 65 of which
were made on the freshman eleven
and the balance as a varsity player.
During the three years that Brickley
from

.306

played on the varsity eleven, Harvard
teams scored 588 points of which h
'made 22. In view of the fact that he
figured in but two of the nine games
of the 1914 schedule his record is all
the more remarkable. If it had not
been for hla attack of appendicitis
and the following operation early in
October It is quite likely that Brickley
would have Ecored more than 50 per
cent of the points made by the Crimson teams of
as It is, his
record, which follows, will afford a
high mark at which future football
stars can aim.
TouchField Total
Year
downs goals
goals points
1912-13-1-

..6k

1911
1912
1913

...10
. .. 8

1914,

...

6

5
0
.

10

0

13
11

3

1

65
99
81
42
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.

Airfct cf Holier co Eoz.ll Fr
Tests

Dairglers Uctixc! EeJ.

Ready, Ky. " I was not able fa da
Snything for nearly six months," writej
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "ana
was down in bed for three months.
1 cannot tell
you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told mv husband h
ccuid not do me any good, and he hadt
to cive it UD. We fried another dactnr.
but he did not help me.
At last, mv mother advkM m tn !'
Cardui, the woman's tonic. 1 thought
It was no use for I was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
i iook eieven oottics, and now I am able
to do all of my work and my own
washing.
I think Cardui is the best medicine la
the world. My weight has increased,
and 1 look the picture of health. "
If you suffer from any of the ailments
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
today. Delay is dangerous. We ' ovr
it will help you, for it has helped so
many thousands of other weak women
In the past 50 years.
At all druggists.

Totals.. .30
287
Touchdown counted 5 points in 1911.
Baseball as a panacea for militar
ism ridden Europe is put forth by a
Harvard alumnus, who has ppent some
years abroad. In a letter to the Har
vard alumni weekly, he writes:
"My idea of the best euro for this
war condition would 'bo 'more base
ball.' I believe that if thuy had had
a regular baseball leag'ue in Europe
WrtttU: ChattaneoM
d!clne Co.,
with Berlin, Paris, London, Vienna, idtisory Dept.. Chattonoom, Tenn., for SftcitU
tnitrmctimt on your cut and
book. "Horn
Antwerp, etc., participating, as well Troatai.nl for Woman." in piaia wravpar. i.e. j jit
as a minor league taking In Belgrade,
Brussels and a few ether places, the
THE INVENTORS' SHOW
fans would never have tolerated the
New York, Dec. 12. A show designout
war
this
of
breaking
during the
baseball season, and if they had post ed "to give inventora a show", and
known as the international exposition
poned it until the world's series was
over It would have given them all of inventions, opened herq today at
time to cool off, and they probably the New Grand Central Palace..
The American institute gold, silver
would not have had any war. They
say that baseball has done more lo civ and bronze medals and diplomas wilt
ilize the Philippines than the Ameri be awarded by a qualified jury to
can army, constabularies and mission- those inventors whose products may
be adjudged to combine the greatest
aries put together."
The stadium fever continues to measure of novelty and utility to the
world with commercial and mechanicspread throughout the land. Philadelal practicability.
phia and Chicago civic associations
An attractive exhibit of inventions
are' now discussing the feasibility of
that
apply to the production and
erecting immense structures capable
of seating 100,000 spectators. It is the manufactures of cotton, was opened
idea of those fostering the plans that as a show by Itself.
From several associations of in
stadiums of this size can be used for
ventors and patentees in America, it
many purposes such as big football
is planned to recruit representative
games, track meets, pageants, choral
festivities and military displays. The men of ability to organize a congress
estimated cost ranges from one to of inventors which can put on record
wo million dollars and the receipts, the needs of their class and achieve
on paper at least.' are expected to publicity for injustices. Besides the
at the meeting of invent
equal all disbursements in the course proceedings
ors, a series of lectures Is planned.
of a few years.
The Inventors' show will continue
next week, and it ia already atall
SPORTING NOTES
!
The Federals are still angling for tracting many visitors..
Walter Johnson.
The
cyclists hit the pacce
Watch tor big news from the Nation
Newark. Many of
at
next
Monday
al league meeting at New York.
Pacific Coast league will start on the racers that competed at Boston
March 23 and close on October 17. and New York, are on hand for the
.
his long grind,
Connie Mack is maintaining
Jim Fiynn, the pueblo heavyweight,
usual silence, but he Is sawing wood
will get hla chance at Al Reich, on,
vigorously.
Phil Harrison,- - the Chicago welter Tuesday night in New YorK.
weight, will box Larry Desmond at
Best For Kidneys Says Doctor
New York on December 19.
President Teners salary of $25,000 a
Dr. J. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So.
year begins January 1, when he quits Car., says that in his 30 years of exthe "small" job of governing Pennsyl perience he has found no preparation
vania.
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
Iowa State College and New York Pills. In 50c and $1,00 sizes. Best you
University are gunning for Charley can buy for hackache, rheumatism,
Brickley to hecome their football kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
coach. The Harvard star is In great Schaefer and Bed Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
demand.
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FREE With a 90c Glass Humidor of TUXEDO Tobacco

.......
TUXEDO is unique in every way. One desirable, exclusive feature is the fact that you
can smoke TUXEDO where ladies are present, knowing absolutely that theyt as well as
yourself, will enjoy its delicate, aromatic fragrance. This free offer of Congress Playing
Cards is made to call special attention to TUXEDO as a "Home Smoke."
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These Congress Cards, made by the U. S. Playing Card Co., are the recognized world's standard, sold
everywhere tor 50c. 1 he exquisite back design, clear, artistic faces and
YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
heavily gilded edges are a delight to every card player. The texture
EVERYWHERE
or feel of Congress Cards is not equalled by any other card made.
Curved Tin
10c
l .......
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Class Humidors, 50c and 90c
Tin Humidors, 40c and 80c
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priate Christmas gifts
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again confronts you.

:

While on your
tour stop

In

next

and see

shopping

OTJB,

display

of Electrical Appliances, at

popu-

lar prices.
Santa

life.

says "No

Knick-knack- s

this year," but serviceable
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gifts
lnko Electrical pplianccs sold by

Look for Free Offer sign
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Paily's Curio Store, Schaefer's Drug Store, C. E. Clement Curio Store,
ter Block Pharmacy, Red Cross Drug Co., Papen's Grocery.

the

TIieLas Vegas' Light
and Power Co. '
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gifts that

are useful as well as attractive
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SOMETHING
The problem of selecting appro-

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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ELECTRICAL

on a dealer's window today and avoid disappoint-men- t
Dealers have only
a limited supply of CONGRESS CARDS and can
not obtain more. Get a 90c Glass Humidor of
GZ3
TUXEDO and ask for the FREE pack of CONGRESS PLAYING CARDS.

Ml
f

"

GIVE

urn,

Tuxedo absolutely cannot "bite" it soothes
the most sensitive throats and tongues, as
many noted singers and public speakers testify.
Try Tuxedo in this Humidor, and you will
have the most enjoyable smoke -- weeks of

l

'''i"!''":1

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

delightful tobacco.
The "Tuxedo Process" of treating the
ripest, mildest leaves of the highest -- grade
Kentucky Burley removes every trace of
harshness and develops a smooth, mellow
fragrance and flavor that have never been

your

''i"r

1

Tuxedo has taken first place in the favor
of critical American smokers. Their unanimous preference for Tuxedo is convincing
evidence of the superior qualities of this mild,
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SATURDAY,
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12, 1914.

mas boxes were distributed, to each
of which was attached a card bearing
a scriptural question to be answered
by the holder of the box. The holiday color scheme was carried out in
the refreshments during the serving
of which a delightful social period occurred. As the guests were depart
ing a beautiful Christmas pantomime
was presented by the children of Mrs.
Veeder and "O Solemn Night, O Holy
Night" was Sting.
The committee in charge of the ar
rangements and entertainment con
sisted of Mrs. E. E. Veeder, Dr. Alice
Rice, Mrs. Leon Durham and Mrs. C.
W. Carscallen.

liberal treatment to ,wbieh more Jus
tice entitles them,, conditions will,
IE
soon be worse with them. Witbin the
next three years, . a full half 'billion
1879
ESTABLISHED
dollars worth of railroad bonds come
'
due. If these are' not refunded, bank-ruptc-y
will come undoubtedly to any
published by
And "Is it, reasonable to as
road.
a
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
sume
that'
capital will show any en
(Incorporated)
thusiasm over further investments' in
railroad securities? Weft.&ardly. And
Editor with out new capital, the future of the
M. M. PADGETT
railroads and their necessary develop Ladies Sew to
ment and extension to meet, the re Aid the Germans
quirements of the country's growth, is
A large number of ladles met yesi
. .
doomed.
w
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
terday
demanded the reg J. Stern to sew garments for the poor
When
people
the
Entered, ajt the poBtoffice at East ulation of the Tailroada a decade or Bo
of Germany. A pleasant social hour
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for
ago to correct abuses that .were pat was spent in the work and refreshStates
United
the
through
ent, they aid; not contemplate their ments were served.. The; ladles will
oailg as second class matte..
strangulation. Yet that is what the peo meet next Friday at the" residence of
ple's political agents. have nearly ac Mrs. Bernhardt Appel. "All ladles who
8UBSCRITION
OF
TERMS
complished, and evidently Xhrough the aire Interested In the work are cormistaken idea that it would add to dially invited to be present.
4
Dally, by Carrier
"
jrf
& their popularity with the people.
Par Cony........
"
i
.15
Railroad-baitinthough, "as tar as Afternoon
Ons Week
1?
Party
a
is
thing At
the people are concerned,
One Month
Greenclay Home
,1
7.80 of the past. They showed it in Mis
Ons Year
On Tuesday Mrs. Charles Greenclay
souri at the recent election when they entertained most delightfully at her resDally, by Mall
18.00 recalled, under a referendum and by idence on Seventh street About 60
One Year (In advance)
8.00 a large majority vote; a "full crew"
(x Months (In advance)
gLCBts "were, present and enjoyed them7.00 law that had been placed on the stat
One Year On arrears)....
selves to the utmost. The afternoon
8.50 ute books two years ago, The people
Ix. Months (in arrears)
was spent in the playing of euchre.
of other states are la much the same At the close of the games refreshmood. They know what, a further ments --were served. The affair was
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
railroad
development and an adequate one of the most enjoyable of the
GROWER
service mean for them. And they week.
82.00
One Year
r...... 100 know that the railroads are as worthy
4 4
Six Months
of their hire as are humans. What
Mrs, Myers Hostess
the people demand, and it has been At
Bridge Party
their desire all along, Is a. construct(Cash In Advance for Mail
This afternoon at tier residence on
the
fh
of
the
ive policy
regulation
j Subscriptions.)
street Mrs, F. L. Myers enterRemit by check, craft or money railroads, not a destructive one. And Sixth
in honor of
a
cder. If sent otherwise we will not such treatment, io more nor less, is tained at bridge party
A de
M. Tischler of Denver.
Mrs
the railroads'' right.
e responsible for low.
a!t cards,
was
afternoon
spent
lightful
on
oi
application.
Specimen copies free
followed by" delicious refreshments.
This affair was the first of a series
ALL PAPERS' DISCONTINUED 'AT
that Mrs. Myers will give during the
GETSN
EXPIRATION OF TIME
winter,
'
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GOVERN OK

Have you ever made the lound. trip
o RoBwell by raftl It ypu have, you
,
will know that it is a rather expen
sive journey.
Judge G. A. Richardson of Roswell
is a member pf the board of trustees
of the New Mexico Hospital for the
Jnaane. Every time he comes here
the state is 'out the expense of a
round trip from Roswell to Las Vegas.
Governor McDonald says he believes in economy in state expenditures.
Governor McDonald appointed Judge
Richardson a trustee of the a?yhim.
let us all give three cheers for the
economical governor, who thinks
money spent for railway 'are Is well

spent.
By the way, who is the board of
trustees of the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, anyway?

Ezequiel C. de Baca, according to
popular report.
Then why need the governor have
1rovided other trustees?
That's what a good many folk would

like to

know.

TI1E It AIL ROADS' DILEMMA
Wilson's
Unfortunately, President
words of encouragement tp business
io not apply to the railroads, which
constitute quite the most extensive in
dustry in the country, and, at the
same time, are more hampered and
harassed by governmental regulation,
ibolh state and national, than any of
ib& other business enterprises, says
he Topeka Journal. The. interstate
commerce commission is beyond his
;
uithority, except that he can fill such
vacancies as occur on it So are the
railroad commissions or public utility
boards' of the several states.- They are
i" agencies that hold the railroads in
h.;ir clutches and show no disposi
ioa to loosen the thumb ncrews that
iliey applied so severely.
But the business of the nation, that
President Wilson telle to go ahead
cith i the knowledge that the democratic party has no further regulatory
-Icsigns against it, won't be ible to go
d
i great ways without adequate
facilities and service. The railroads are the arteries through which
the lifeblood of the nation, its busi- ii:ss, flows. And they are in pretty des- 'H.rate- circumstances just now. Their
Annual reports, which are beginning
9 bo ut!lsiea, show this. Eoms of
the hit? and honestly conducted railroad syrtwws In the east are now earn-.:- g
than 4 per cent on the money
"'
iiivt-rioAnd uuiess the
h, them.
are cr.o.orded fair piny and
rail-nroa-
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PartyBoxes
Vanity :Cases
Silver Pencils

Hand Bags
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This mcrj?u the ' final arrange
ments for a fight between' Young Du
ran and Benny Chaves were made.
'Wagon Mound,
Chaves, who
agreed to coma to Lai Vegas to scrap
the local boy on the evening of Januwill take place
ary 1, 1915. TJbe.-figin the armory and will be a
affair. The men wrfl fight at catch
weights. Duranwill commence train
ing at once, working out at the Pastime pool hall on the west side. His
manager, J. P. Caldwell, will arrive In
Las Vegas this evening from Albuquerque, and immediately will take
charge of him." Ernest Guerin is the
promoter of the bout. He, has offered
Chaves a liberal guarantee to come
here.
Duran will train every afternoon at
the pool hall. He invites his many
friends in this city to se him perform
every afternoon at 2. o'clock. He is
sending to Denver to get Spider Rush
as a trainer.. He thinks that he will
then have one of the best men in thifs
part of the country. Duran, is full of
confidence In. .regard to the fight,
"If there Is a knockout It will not
be I that is put to sleep," he told a
representative of The Optic. He ex
pects ta put it all over the other man.
Chafes will leave Wagon Mound
soon Xi o to El Paso, where he will
train. f,nr his scrap with one of the
Pass City hopefuls, on December 27.
He will arrive dn Las Vegas on De
cember 28, and prepare for his scrap
here. The fight is bound to be a good
one. Both men are in the pink of
condition and are out to win. Whichever way the decision goes Las Vegas
fight fans are due to see a real scrap
from start to finish, it is believed.
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BENNY CHAVES AGREES TO COME
HERE TO MEET HIM ON
Main 2
JANUARY FIRST
Main 8

t
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Losey, Mrs. C. A. Sp.ss and Mrs. Erie
Hoke,
The Thursday Bridge club met this
Week at the residence of Mrs. Morula.
Bendix on Seventh street A pleasant
afternoon waspeiit by the members.
Refreshments were' served.
The Round Dtwen met .Thursday
with Mrs. F. L. Myers. .An enjoyafrle
social session' was had by those pres
ent. Those in attendance were Mrs
Clarence Iden, Mrs. F. O. Blood, Mrs, New Year's Ball
John H. York, Mrs. W. J. Lucas, Mrs, To Be Classy Event
Clifford S. Losey and Mrs. F. . L.
The East Las Vegas fire company
.
Myers.
has perfected plans for the annual
The Eighth Street Sewing Circle did ball to be held on New Year's eve,
not hold its regular meeting this Tbe affair this year will be tha thirty
week. The club will meet next week fourth that the fire fighters
have
given on consecutive eves of the new
'
Elks Getting Thelr",'",. ""!""
year.. .The department claims that the
Play In Shape
dance this year will be the biggest,
On Thursday night at the Duncan
classiest and most enjoyable that has
offering la which.! Mr. ka Gold and Pacific Telephone averopera house the local lodge of Elks ever been given. As usual, the ball the three-ree- l
seen tomorrow night aged 6 point advances. Louisville and
Bushman
will
be
will present a three act farcexomedy will
be a masqueralde and prizes will
theater. This Is one Nashville, Missouri, Kansas and Texas
Browne
at
the
entitled "The Private Secretary." This be
given for the most unique costumes.
three-ac- t
Colonial declined 1 to 1 Mi points.
screamingly funny pray was the ve- Music will be furnished by the Siml-so- of the greatest
.of
Thousands
dramaSi.ever
produced.
hicle of William Gillette for two seae
orchestra. The floor, of
were spent on the set
alone
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
dollars
sons in New York. The cast will conthe Duncan opera house, "where the
of this picture.
Dec.
led by
tings
sist of local talent, all the male char- affair will occur, Is
Chicago,'1'
being treated
on change
houses
two
acters being taken by Elks. Mrs.
of
the
largest
dancers
may
specially so that the
The Charley White-JimmMurphy turned to wheat market today sharply
Donaldson Gives
Adolphine Kohn, who has scored conthemselves.
at Kenosha, Wis., will be the higher. After opening a shade off to
fight
siderable success as a coach, has
A Dinner Party
The firemen expect everybody to
cent higher, prices rose all around,
leaning ring event tor Monday, laight.
On Monday evening Professor Mac charge of the cast. Tickets already turn out this
year and make their
The boya will 0 ten, rounds." ,
In some cases as much as
touching
H. Donaldson of the New Mexico Nor- are on sale at Murphey's drug store
a success. They feel that it is
Red Cross Horse Show 1 opening
above
last night's level. The
mal University entertained the Nor- and they are going fast. The "lineup" up to Ias Vegas society to show its
'
,
York.
at
iNew,
to 1
some
Monday
at
firm
close
was
and
the
wtlf
as
of
contestants
be
follows:
fplay
mal's oratorical
appreciation for the gallant and effiabove last night.
members of the faculty, at a dinner at Mr. Cattermole.".. George E. Morrison cient volunteer work that the fire boys
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Corn advanced with wheat. The
Orrin E. Blood have
the Castaneda hotel. It had been Douglas Cattermole
aiccomplished) this year.
'
mar12.
stock
Dec.
Marslaind
Mr.
fhe
New
oratorical
an
Adams
Bert
York,
opening, which was unchanged to
,T
planned to inaugurate
Donald Hart Music and Art
ket closed strong. There Were many cent higher, was followed by a modassociation of the Normal students at Harry Marsland.
,nf.
additions to the opening gains in the erate .general upturn. ? The close was
the affair, but the'' party, broke, up Robert Spalding,, the private secre.
Recital
.
cent net advance.
latter dealings, 'wik5 wfe on a laore firm at
Edward J. McWenie Society
4 to
tary
without taking any definite action.
Oil Thur-itiaevening ut. the home active basis. Reading, the" most prom
Oats were governed by the action
Dorseti TOIihan
This proposition will be considered St Mr.' Gibson
-J
.J... Charles Trumbull of Mrs." John Robhins the Music and inent feature of the railway list, in- of other cereals.
another meeting held at a later date. John ... ..
Traders In provisions Ignored a deJake Graaf Art Society of Las Vegas gave the creased its lead t over eight points
Those present at the dinner wore Dr. Knox
second concert on lis program. The 'and
12
St.
to
at the yards. There was a steaEdith
cline
Dean
points.
Maryland
Lehigh Valley
Mary Harris
and "Mrs. Frank. H. H. Roberts,,
affair was a most enjoyable one, as Paul rose 5
"Northern
The closing quotations
market.
and
Pacific,
Eva
Webster
Miss
JoseMarie
Clement
dy
Mrs.
and
Frank Carroon,
well as being instructive. Professor after some
advanced were as follows:
Mrs.
Stead
W.
weakness,'
Dennis
C.
MiBS
early
Greenclay,
,;,.Mrs.
Ieona
Murphy,
phine
II. W. Fpgt of Washington, D.
'
almost 3 points, with a gain of .11
Wheat, Dec. 1.18; May 1.22,
Misa Anna Marie Nolan, Mtes Jlajol Misa Ashfordi rfX, Haliett Raynolds
was invited as a guest Of honor. The
Gardener
Com, Dec. 63! May 69.
points for. People Gas.
Gerard, Professor Charles E. McClure, The
vocal and instrumental music was ex' Directress,
Some of the sij?iialtle8. Including
Oats, Dec. 47; May 51.
Mti., Charles Kohn.
Mr. Ernest WohlenhtTg and Professor
"
ceptionally fine and a recitation, by General Motors and Central Leather
V
Pork, Jan. $18.02; May $18.50.
Mao H. Donaldson.
Mrs. J. H. Landau made a great im- increased their initial advances, while
....
w
Sorpslc Has Its
Lard, Jan. $9.75; May $10.02.
Mr. R. R. Larkin, who was other
pression.
Christmas Party'
Ribs, Jan. $9.77;' May $10.12.
specialties, like Goodrich, Alas
Business Men Give
On Monday afternoon Sorosis gave on the program for a vocal selection,
Dinner for Foght
was unable to attend the concert unOn Thursday several business men its annual Christmas party. The af- til a
late hour, consequently he did
fair took place at the home of Mrg.
of Las Vegas entertained Professor
not
his appointed song. The
give
E.
E.
on
Veeder
the Plazai It was
H. W. Foght, special investigator of
was as follows:
program
most
from
end.
to
delightful
Stales
beginning
rural instruction for the United
"Interludio-Fuga- "
Rogers
bureau of education. Tbe aiffair took Each .member had the privilege of in
Miss
Elizabeth
Cooiey
one
so
a
guest
goodly crowd
the form of an informal luncheon at viting
Selected
the Castaneda hotel. Dr. Frank H. was., present, ,'fbe house was. most
Mr. R. R. Larkin
An profusely decoratsl with pine and the
IT. Roberts acted as taastinaster.
"A French Woman's Story" ... Henry
was
air
Mill
The
heavy
fragrance.
address was made by Esequiel C de
Mrs. J. H. Landau
rooms were dwileued, aiid lighted
SEE HOW MANY ENGLISH WORDS
Baca, in which the lieutenant governHail".De Reef
"Hail,
Orpheus,
;
to
candles
added
Christmas
effect
or of New Mexico welcomed Mr.
YOU CAN FORM OUT OF THE
C.
F.
Mr.
L.
Mrs.
J.
Reiman,
Long
After a short s?pcial session the pro
Foght to the city. Mr. "Foght then reG. H. Kinkel
E.
Mr.
E.
Mrs.
Veeder,
TWO WORDS
Mrs. E. E,
Those present were Profes gram was commenced.
sponded.
Scott
"The Secret"
Veeder
Mabel
Mrs;'
"A
and
Hall
sang
sor H. W, Foght of Washington, D. C.;
Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld
,
Alvan N. White of Santa Fa, Esequiel Little Town of Bethlehem," with vio- "Adagio, Concerto, Op. 25".
J,
lin
Mrs.
Charles
accompaniment by
C.
de Baca, M. W. Browne, Dean
.Vleuxtemps
Frank Carroon, George H. Kinkel, Hal-le- O'Malley. Mrs. It k. Larkin gave a
Mr. Louis Ilfeld
entitled "a Christmas Le
Raynolds, D. T. Hoskins, George reading
Gounod
,
"The Valley".
A Fleming, Dr. M. F. Des Marais, Dr. gend." Mrs. Norman Skinner told the
C. Ringer
E.
Mr.
Without 'using the same letter twice
Frank H. II. Roberta and Professor story of "The Other Wise Man," by "Llebestraume" '".
Liszt
in the came word and secure one of our
Van Dyke. "A Christmas Experience"
"
Byron J. Read.
'
A
Mrs. Charles Kohn
wag then related by Mrs. E. E. Veed;
er. The little daughters of the hostess "Who Knows What the Bells Say"
Killarney Girls
Parker
then sang a duet, "Christmas Is ComStill Talked About
Mrs. F. L. Reiman, Mr. J. E. Long
On Monday evening at the Duncan ing" and responded to an encore with
Mrs. E. E. Veeder, Mr. G. H. Kinkel
a concert Heading.
Souvenir Chrtst- opera house the Y. M. CY A. offered
the public the third number of. the
Bring your list to the store before
'
course. The program
Hold by the edg
an aluminum pan
Thursday night Xmas Eve. Deposit
given by the Killarney Girls,' in, Irish and an enamel pan of the same size.
your answers at the desk in our office.
'"
song, petry, dances and instrumental so that the sides opposite your hands
The party forming the largest list will
musio. The affair was one of the are In a small flame. .You will
drop
'
receive the turkey.
finest that has ever, been presented to the aluminum pan first.
a Lis Vegas public, and the jhjiflience,
'
This proves that
r- which filled the house to
7
m"m
TV?
fm"mf'm
showed its appreciation by ,j frequent
I
outbursts of applause. Every member
nf fla irnnna wAa "iftp.rG" frODl'k
standpoint of attractive enterfainmdnt; fl
Aluminum Utensils
TONIGHT" AT THE ;' PHOTOPLAY
From .Miss Rita Rich, who headea wo
more
become
heated
AND TOMORROW NIGHT AT
quick
throughout
company, all down the list, every one
than
enamel
there
Food
ly
ntenmls.
THE BROWNE
in
ehare
her
did
Girls
of the Killarney
fore can be cookfd' in aluminum ware
earning the plaudits of the 'crowd'.
'..
Las Vegas patrons of the motion pic
And they got them. Th Y. M-- C. A. with less fear of scorching and with
:
"Wear-Ever- "
utensils have ture shows will be pleased to learn
will establish a wonderful record if it less fuel.
b
Frees
cxway
can keep up, in the remaining num- you food and' expense, time and tem- that Francis X. Bushman, their great
'
;
favorite, will be seen here tonight and
bers of the course, the standard set per.
1
21.
Each "Wear-Ev.erntt i,sit is made tomorrow night in two especially good
by the Killarney Girls.
without joints, Beams or solder, from offerings. Tonight at the photoplay
i
WEAR-EVEthlck bard sheet ahim" theater will be displayed "The Prince
Much Activity
1
is
imim. Strong, light to Party," In- which Mr. BuiAraan takes
i
In Club Circle
rust, a star part. This is the story of how
handle,, cannot
Vrth
The Friday Bridge club fXiet this
week at the home of Mra. Erie Hoke ALUMINUM cmnot iorm PiB0nOus aa American girl wins a prince in
compounds wun acia disguise. Francis E'JBhman, in the
on Seventh street. The ladies present
f " ft"" v&m-i
fruits or foods, practic- - part of the prince, is dressed as a
spent a pleasant time at cards, finishmont
The
Interestis
refresh&uy
evfirIa6ting
vagabond.
plot
TSADEMARK
ing the afternoon with, tasty
ing. The vagabond prince is accused
ments. The ladies In attendance were
cut
with
wear
utensils
that
Replace
of the theft of a fortune in gems, but
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs, E. D. RayEver."
"Wear
utensils
that
H.
the girl still believes in him. This
Mrs.
Haliett
Raynolds,
nolds, Mrs,
,VT.
picture Is in two reels.
Clark, Mrs. William B. Gortner,
l u
Hardware
F.
"Blood Will Toll" is the name of
J.
GEGSING,
S..
Clifford
J.
Mrs. E.
McWeniw, Mrs.
;

.
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Chanukkah Dance
To Occur Tonight
Tonight at O. R. C. hall the Sister
hood of Temple Montefiore will give
a dance for the children of the con
gregation in celebration of the Jewish
festival of Chanukkah. The affair will
commence at 7:30 o'clock. A brief
service commemorating the day will
be given during the evening. All the
children of Congregation Montefiore
are cordially invited to be present,
and the parents will be welcomed

trans-missio-

.

I,

"nir

"1

Jul
(Continued from Page One)
Three union men tinder indictment
by a' grand jury for participation in
strike disorders have geeri surrendered to the sheriff by their bondsmen.
The authority, anticipate that there
will be a n'umber of bond relinquishments as a result of the recent action
of the miners in declaring the strike
at an end.
A large number pf young people
will take advantage of the fine condition of the ice on the Agua Pura
dams in the Hot Springs canyon tomorrow, Several parti s have Plan-

ned to journey to the springs with
their skates. The ice is thick enough
to withstand the hardest falls that anyone of the "Las' ".Vaa'8"W?'avywel8hts
is capable of.
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We Will Htvve
a Fine Lot of

of
Hart Schaffher
& Marx
TfcaHome

SUITS

Christmas Trees
Wreaths of all Kinds
Holly

-

OVERCOATS

$50,000.00

t4ySn

--

Mistletoe
Any man l ,glad t0
House
tnese things. We
owa
Coals
have
a sooA 8electlon
and Bath
newest.
tne
t
Robes

PERRY ONION

Fouri-n-Hand-

i

wear

.

in

s

nal stripes and
ing figures. Plain and
fancy colorings; 25c,
35c, 50c, 750, $1.00.

E. R. Russell left last night for the
Fancy
We have Gloves for
neighborhood of RIbera. He is out
driving, for dress, for
hunting wild turkey.
for street or
15.00
C. A. Knudson, a rancher from the
Glov es warmth,
Prices from
for
wont,
was
in
town, today
vicinity of Levy,
are things to
These
25c to $2.00. - .:. ..s j
Christmas
Sweaters
his
shopping.
J. F. Hall, of Trinidad came into doing
: G. W.
and
town yesterday afternoon.
Rippe of Denver, representkeep you warm; $1.50 Hand-k- er
ones at 25c,
LinenColorado
Casket
the
company,
Sweater
ing
and
tne
best
Llggctt't chocolates,
others
for
mpre; many
on business.
Coats to $7.00.
purest candy made, at Murphey's Drug was here today
initials. Silks in
have
H. A. Carlisle arrived in Las Vegas
chiefs white and colors.
Store. Adv.
This season's offerings
will
last
from
He
MackAlbuquerque.
night
C, D, Negus and Art Egan came in
make a short stay here on business.
inaw in all the rich color- Men's
Studs, Cuff Links, Seta
yesterday evening from Denver on
W. B. Sweeney, a rancher from the
Coats or
business..
links and pins to
of
ing, in plaids and plain
Initial letter paper and Initial cor- neighborhood of Las Vegas, has gone
Scarf Pins, Full
,
Men
and
match,
I
to Watrous for a few days on business.
colors.
Jewelry Drefts getS( &C i pte
respondence cards at Murphey's Drug
Boys
Miss Henrietta Thompson of CorStore. Adv.
inth, Miss., arrived in town last night.
Mr. and Mrs. Tansmeier and child
She will spend some time here visitRUN OVER THIS LIST YOU MAY BE REMINDED OF JUST
have arrived in Las Vegas from Morelatives.
ing
WHAT YOU WANT. WE CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH ANYTHING
bile, Ala.- They will spend the winter
a traveling
George A. Campfield.
here.
salesman,: arrived in Las Vegas last
Beautiful designs, graceful shapes, night from 'Albuquerque. He will
rich finish In imported handpainted speh'3 "a "'short time here calling on
L. C. Leonard, representing the firm
China at Murphey's Drug Store.
the merchants,
of
Endicott, Johnson and Company
Adv.
Rfcll&rd Dunn, postmaster and prom!of
Endicott, N. Y., was In town today
S. S. Stevenson and H. G. Piper, inent merchant of Gascon, came into
shoe trade.
ranchers from the Cherryvale district town last night. He will stay for a calling on the local
who la manager of
James
Leonard,
in
town
of the mesa, were
today, pur- few days to attend to somobusies"
the Nordhaus. ranch at Trout Springs,
- '
'
anole .rrariofcl
affairs.
chasing supplies.
yt,
been taken ill. He came into
has
The most.;.elegant line of French
Professor H. W. FogM, special intown
yesterday and fmmediately pro
toilet prepara- vestigator on rural instruction for the
perfumes and
to th Las Vegasi hospital,
ceeded
tions ever shown in the city at Mur- United States bureau of education,
he
is under treatment His
where
9
left on train No. last night for Sanphey's Drug Store. Adv.
not considered serious.
is
condition
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Hubbard and ta Fe. Mr. Foght has been investigatCOUNCILVOTES TO REQUEST HIM
C. W. Woody arrived in Las Vegas ing educational conditions In San MiTO SEE THAT INSTAL-MENTlast night from Dilia, N. M. They guel county. He was accompanied by Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts of the
ARE PAIO;tr
will stay here for a short time.
Alvari N. White, superintendent
of New Mexico Normal University has
Seventeen quart enamel dish pan. public instruction of New Mexico.
received some seeds of the famous
Good quality uniform gray mottling
Mr.' and Mrs. L. D. Daniels left to- and unique red sunflower priduced re
The city council, at its regular
on heavy steel base. Strong handles. day for their home in Mobile, Ala. cently by Professor T. D. A. Cocker-ell- .
last night, decided it to be neces
who was
A remarkable value, Sale price, 40c, They will stop in St. Louis for a few
Professor Cockerelle,
to Impress upon the county treassary
F. J. Gehrlng. Adv.
days visiting Mrs. J. R. Armstead, formerly a resident of Las Vegas, urer the importance of collecting the
Mrs. William Denntson and her son. the Bister of Mrs. Daniels. The Dan- produced the plant, which is the first sewer
assessment It had toeea reBurton Dennison, arrived last night iels, haye made .many warm friends !of its kind ever known, a lew weeks
to the council that this official,
ported
from their home at Butxon,
They during their stay here. They are ago at Santa Fe. Dr. Roberts will through a misconstruction of the law,
lo- will stay here for some time
planning to return here next summer distribute the seeds to some of the
has been permitting persons owning
'cal garden lovers in the spring.
for, a visit:
ing friends.
f!f;
property abutting upon the sewer sys
tem to pay interest upon their deferred payments Instead of collecting
or the' tiftat"1 assessment each
year.
At the time the sewer system was
constructed,' three years ago, It was
announced that it would be built under the provisions of the ' state law
authorizing the issuance of water certificates. Under this statute the city
issued certificates for the entire con
of Gifts"
struction cost of the sewer,
oC which to be redeemable each year.
Property owners were given ' the option of paying their entife assessment,
$20-- ; a front foot' in, a' lump cr In ten
annual dnstalments: ' If the latter
r
$5.90
49c
98c
Dolls, all kinds, 5c to
"75c value HandT3ags
$1.50 value Dress Gloves
plan were to be followed, Interest was
to be collected on the deferred pay$1.25
Gloves
Dress
98c
value
98c
$1.75
Doll Heads, 25c to
$1.25 value Hand Bags
ments at the rate of 6 per cent per
$1.49
$2.00 value Dress Gloves
- coach Trains
25c
$1.25
$1.75 value Hand Bags
year.
25c
Suspenders
It was stated to the council last
4- -coach
49c
$1.49
Hand
Trains,
value
larger
Bags
$2.00
45c
President Suspenders
that the county treasurer has
night
2c
$1.25
Geneva Silk Hose
Larger Trains, 98c to
been collecting the interest, but has
40c value Ties'
2c
$1.00 value Silk HoseJpt--6- i
failed, In many instances, to collect
49c
Trains, run on track, 49c
75o value Ties
98c
Silk Hose
value
of the principal Bum each
$L5T
69c
to
$1.00 value Silk Mufflers
In
In
many instances, It was statr
Xmas Boxes,
year.
Handkerchiefs
98c
$1.50 value Silk Mufflers
Mechanical Toys, 25c, 49c 98c
he
had
failed to place the sewer
ed,
25c
per box, 10c, 15c and
25c
Geneva Silk Hose
assessment upon the tax statements
98c
49c,
Friction
Toys,
.
39c
Large
(
Scarfs
w 0c value Silk
49c
mailed to the property owners. The
75c value Silk Hose
and
25c, 29o and.49c
Aprons,
Fancy
collect,
city, owing to the failure-t- o
35c value Blk. Cashmere
has found itself, t embarrassed in reof Iron Toys, 25c, .
$2.50 value Ladles' Waists.$1.98
250
Variety
Hose
deeming the block of sewer certifi$4.00 value Ladies' Waists.$2.98
-- 98c
49o and
Handkerchiefs in Xmas Boxes,
cates coming due each year.
-- $7.96
$12.50 value Fur Sets
39c
98c
to
10c
from
per box, 25c and
Animal
Upon the suggestion of City AttorJoys,
$9.96
$15.00 value Fur Sets
25c
Herbert W. Clark the council
ney
Silk Handkerchiefs
to
$3.98
Doll Buggies, from 49c
$11.80
value Fur Bets
$18.00
to ask District Attorney Charles
voted
75c value Silk Handkerchiefs49c
$14.75
.$1.98
Drums from 49c to
W.
$22.50 value Fur Seta
G. Ward to write an opinion cov$1.98
,. $3.00 value Hats
ering the provisions of the law under
Gibbs' Toys for Girls and
$2.49
.
$3.50 value Hats
(Single pieces at Half Above
which the sewer certificates were is98c
Boys, 49c and
prices.)
$4.50 value John B. Stetson
sued and which provides that oollec-- .
c
tions to redeem these certificates are'
,T-,-25Hats at
fPop.Guns
j
Fur Trimmed Felt HouBe
to come through the treasurer's of98c
$1.25
Slaglc Lanternsi, 49c and
Suit Cases up from
fice. This opinion is to be presented
'
490
Slippers
AH Leather Suit Cases-i--$3.Sj
to the treasurer with the request that
49c
49o
Standard Books of Fiction..4$
Metal Teai "jSetsj tftertol
75c value Shirts
he comply strictly, with: the statute.
25o
49c
9Sc
Gift dRooks, 25o and
Rubber Balls, 10c, 19c
The council also voted that any per$1.25 value Shirts
sons "who desire to pdy rthe 'entire
Toy98c
vXmjj "Box Papers, excellent
$8.00 value Mackinaw iit$5.90
; No. I "Erector" Building
'
portion of their sewer assess25c
values at from 10c to $1.49
$10.90
Children's Books, 6c to
Overcoats $9.90 and
ment in a lump be given the opportunity. By paying the entire amount
the
interest, totalling a considerable
to
$16.50.
"
Supplementing the above lists, remember the excellent value in Ladies' Suits at from $9.90
can foe saved.
sum,
to
69c
Men's Suits at $7.90 and up, Bays' Knickerbocker Suits, $1.98 to $4.98. Also Couch Coversi from
The city attorney reported the matvalue Trunks.
$2.49, Fringed Table Covers 69c to 98c,' and Portieres at $L25, $1.49 and $1.98 pair. $5.00
ter of the transfer of the Las Vegas
Sewer company to the city Is pro.
$3.98; $6.50 value Trunks $4.98; $8.00 value Trunks, $5.90.
grossing rapidly and will be completed
early next year.
The council voted in favor of the
demolishment of a number of build
ings that are said wPbe public nuisances and eye sores. It was decided
to notifr the owners to remove the
buildings, which Include structures on
Grand avenue in the rear of the Cen
tral hotel and two frame buddings on
m
T
4
Main avenue a. short Gistance from Its
r'"
a'
junction with National avenue. The
buildings are declared to be f!r traps,
as they have stood vacant for soveral
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This season offers new
and striking patterns.
Rich colorings, f 1.25 to

PERSONALS

D. T.

J. m, uunningnam, rreiiaeni.
.Frank Springer,

Imami

and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas ....
Phone Main 276

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

i.-

SEWER

S

...... ''j)FPlC4

WITH THE; SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL

r.

-

WM. G. HAYDOXH. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS- -

BANK

President

,.4..- -,

Vice-Preside-

.

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

ytars and are frequentel by cigarette- - nent residents, were reported for the
smoking boys.
It was reported to the council by
Alderman Hays that the fire department has ignored the request for a
written report of its condition. It was
decided to have the city clerk inform
the fire department that there is a
city ordinance requiring it to maka
a report to tne council wnen requestjar
ed to do so.
Bids for the feeding of city prison
ers were opened and the contract was
let to R E. Hite of the Merchants
cafe. Mr. Hite's hid was 18
cents.
The only other bid was from the Bis- mark restaurant, which offered to
board the prisoners for 18
cents
per meal. Owing to the fact that the
Hite restaurant is nearer the jail than
the BIsmark and because the latter's
bid offered
a saving, it was
decided to accept the terms of Mr.
Hite.
Dr. C. 0. Gordon, the city physician,
reported 14 blrtha for the months of
September, October and November.
Sixteen deathes, of which, over one- half were those of people not perma

...

4

The local office of the Santa Fe
same period. On the suggestion, of Dr. railroad has received a' letter from
Gordon the council decided to have the Rate Commissioner,
saying that
the health committee investigate the the rates announced, in last night's
condition of the city dumping ground Optic to take effect! on December 18,
north of the city on the Arroyo Pecos. are open to all persons and not
Chief of Police Coles and Police merely to teachers and students, as
Magistrate Murray renorted 48 arrests was first supposed. On December 18
oply, tickets will, be; sold to points
iff! the "jjjonths of September, Octobed
'
una November, i
within New Mexico. ,at the reduced
,
The report of the clerk showed the fare. On December 23 the reduction
city's finances to be ii good condition will take effect on tickets sold to
for this season j&f the year. The be- neighboring states. . The reduced rate
d
will be one and
fare for the
ginning of the 1911 tax collection will
turn In a considerable, amount to the round trip ticket. In all cases the
return tickets are not valid after
city treasury jjln January.
4, 1915.
The council chambers were cold, January
and the council met In the office of
Mrs. Northrup arrived today front
City Clerk Tamme. The aldermen, Shoemaker for a week-en- d
visit with
sitting so, cjose .together, lost a con her
family. Mrs. .'Northrup Is a
, portion of , their
siderably
formality school teacher at Shoemaker.
and there was a great deal of informal
M. B. McGaffney arrived In Las Ve
discussion of city affairs. Those presthis afternoon from Albuquerque-H- e
gas
ent were. Mayor II, M. Smith, Clerk
will stay here a hort time on
Charles Tanamand Aldermen N. B.
'
Roseberry, , , Thomas . Foster, Daniel
Stern, B. JR. McGudre, W. E. Kaser and
F. R. IIays
?ubBorlbfl for CD& Opts.
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Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional
disease, and In order to cure It you
must take Internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
not a quack medicine.
It was pre
scribed by one" of the best physicians
in this country for years and Is a reg
ular prescription. It is composed of
the best tonics known, combined wltn
the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is what produces such wonder
ful results In curing catarrh.
Send
for testimonials, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consli.
pation.

Reports from Chicago tell of blood
poison threatening our old friend, Bob
Fitzsimmons. He scraped his shin
while training "Young Bob."
Mrs. McClaln's Experience With Croup
"When my boy, Ray, was small he
was subject to croup, and I was always alarmed at such times. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy proved far

better than any other for this trouble.
It always relieved him quickly. I am
never without It in the house for I
know It Is positive cure tor croup,"
writes Mrs. W. R. McClaln, Blairsvllle.
Pa. For sale by all dealers. Av.

12, 1914.
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LOBBY
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RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

tuFMJT

CHAPMAN

ii

LODGE NO. f, A,

f.

A L. O. O. MOOSE

Meets sectnd and
fourth Thursday
eac
Regular
evening
munication first ud month at W. O. w. hall. Visltim
In brothers cordially invited Howard T,
third Thursday
well month. YUltlnf Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
biotherg cordially in
A. M.

COLUM

com-

vited. Guy

M. Cary. W. M., H. g. Van KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804 Meets second and
BecreLary,
fourth Thursday in O. R C. hall
LA$ VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunlding. Vlsltlnp members
Refl- - are
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Colbert O.
cordially invited.
coaclaTe
ecnd Tue-de- y Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
la each month at Ma
GEO. H. HUNKER
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, B. C; Chaa. Tamme, Recorder.
Attorney
East Las VegBB, New Mexico.
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY-ARATES FOR. CLASIFIED ADVER- LA8.
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
ARCH MASONS Regular convo
TISEMENTS
cation first Monday In each Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Ave.
Calls answered day or night,
month at Maionlo Temple
Five cents per line each Insertion.
at 7:30 9. m. P. A. Brlnegar,
Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line,
OR. F. . HUXMANN
H. P.; F. O. Blood,
No ad to occupy less space than two
Dtntist
All advertisements
lines.
charged
Dental work of any descriptloa t
will be booked at space actually set
moderate prices
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number of words,
4, Meets every Monday evening at Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoa
Cash in advance preferred.
Main 381.' Residence Phone Main
their hall on Sixth street. All visitsng

Pettea.

Jular

L

ill

brethern cordially invited to attend.
A. T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W. Smith,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
C. V. Hedgcock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
mares
Cemetery Trustee.

IF YOU want to sell range
to
write II. L. Gray, E. Las Vegas.
score over 100 runs against the
Braves last season. They put over WANTED A cook. Apply 82C Sixth B. P. O, ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
114 while the Cincinnati Red3 regisstreet.
month
Elks' home on Ninth street
tered 53.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Ssslo
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occaer, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
sion recently to use a liver medicine
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets: FOR SALE Residence, eigut rooms, cretary.
bath, sun room, hot water heat 1102
"They thoroughly cleased my system
Eighth street. Call at house or KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
and I felt like a new man light and
Room 19 Crockett block. .
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
free. They are the best medicine I
W. O. W ball, Sixth street, on the
have ever taken for constipation. They
Durham first and third Mondays of each
keep the stomach sweet, liver active, FOR SALE 7 registered
cows.
Apply H. K. Leonard, San month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
bowels regular." 0. G. Schaefer and
O. L.
and Ladles always welcome.
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
The Federal league announces the
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z,
opening of the 1915 season on April
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
13, with full equipment and added
FOR RENT Suite of housekeeping Sixth
street. East Las Vegas, N. M
stars.
rooms.
1103 Lincoln, phone 367.
NO
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Sam Ivangford declares he will re
102 Meets every Monday night b
tire from the ring in one year, If he FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 710 Grand.
O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenue a'
does not get a bout with Jack John
8 o'clock.
son.
... Visiting members are cot
TWO furnished rooms for lighthouse-keeping- ,
dially welcome.' J, T. Buhler, Preal
modern except heat; no dent; Mrs. J. T.
Gunboat Smith will face Jim Coffey
Buhler, Secretary;
no
810 Lincoln
children.
sick,
C. II. Baily, Treasurer.
Instead of Tom McCarthy, at New
'
York next Tuesday night.

LOCAL TIME CARD
Cast Bound

Arrive
No,

No.
No.
No.

I....

1:20

tt.A.

For ttsnt

'

.
tr
tmrvaru
opposes a tnree

FOR
RENT Five room furnished
corner
house.
Inquire 706 Lincoln avenue.
rowing racce with Princeton and
Pennsyj, but the Crimson makes a new
FOR RENT House four rooms and
aimouncecment tnat tney will row
bath, electric lights), newly papered
against Annapolis next summer.
and painted; best location; low rate
to
good tenant. Phone Purple 5301.
ine withdrawal of Ora
leaves a big hole in the Champion
ismiara League. Illness of his wife FOR RENT Two furnished rooms
with sleeping porch, light housekeepwas the reason given out.
ing if desired. 722 Grand avenue.
Phone 143.
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W.it souns

New Orleans may get the bout between Frankle Burns and Kid Wilchampion.
liams, the bantamweight
The hitch bo far i over guarantees.

j;l
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earring, reward for
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PILLS

&
BRABii.
l,flllrnl AU your Onici-ls- t for J
klmoRd If rand,
Fills in li j mxl
(J ir'i.ilijA
Takv ro oiht-r- . liny f Tour
l.vrrH-- ,

Chamberlaln'8 Cough Remedy The
Mother' Favorite
"I ftve Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy to my children when they have
colds or coughs," writes Mrs. Verne
Shaffer, Vandergrlft, Pa.: It always
helps them and Is far superior to any
other cough medicine I have used.
advise anyone in need of such a medi
cine to give it a trial." For sale
by
all dealers. Adv.

t.

for XS
Relinl'lo

years known as liesf. bAfest,
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS tVERViVHCKE

Sick Two Year with Indigestion
"Two years ago I was greatly ben
efited through using two or three bottles of Chamberlain's Tablets,'' writes
Mrs. S. A. Keller. Elida, O., "Be
fore taking them I was sick for two
yeara with indigestion." Sold by
dealers. Adv.
Great growth In tennis is announc
Since March, R0 new clubs, hav
ing 1 5,000 playing members and 1,000
courts, have joined the United States
National Iwn Tennis association.
ed.

No.
No.
No.
No.

I....
I....
7..v.
I....

1:I

1:10 p, m

I:S6
4:10

:!

a

m

.

m

p.

p.
a. la

:4I

m.....

Why They Recommend

4:81 p. &
7:

Foley's Honey

and Tar.
P. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif. because
"it produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Taylor, Luthervllle, Ga. because "I believe it to be an honest medicine and
it satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook,
Neihart, Mont. because "it gives the
best results for coughs and colds of
anything I sell." Every user is a
friend. O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.Adv.

Plante,
next?

prohnson,,

Marquard--wh-

o

fJ
MOEY

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

r.l tsccilancQua

srAJNisti, TYPEWRITING
SHORT-hand lessons by an easy and prac
tical metnoa. D. Trambley, 1119
Eleevnth street.

j
Dep&r,

SWASTIKA COAL

office.

D. Cv

I.tl

'

re- -

homesteads; advance infor
mation; counties San Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee fl; pay typewriting. Ira
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,

l.il

Arrive

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

Earl Fiser and Eddie Melzer meet In
Cincinnati Monday for a bout.

Optic Pub. Co.

CHICHESTER
1 r y ikf

Gold

turn to Optic

p. m

1:26 a. m..'...
1:16 p. m

7:41 p.
11:11 p, ft
a. u
p, &

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Wheezlngi n the lungs indicates that
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second phlegm is obstructing the air pasand fourth Tuesdays of each month at sages.
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
Consul; G. SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it'
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo can be coughed up and ejected. Price
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- 25c, SOo and $ 1.00 per bottle. Sold by
pecially welcome and cordially Invited. Central Drug Co. Adv.

Lost
LOST

Dear)
m

p-

4. ...11:64

For

,

CAF1

,

The Giants were the only team

Wouldn't
you like a
box of
stationery
embossed
with an
artistic
monogram
in layender
and silver ,

AND

HORT ORDERS AN O REGULAR DINNERS
1IST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT8 HANDLE!

RETAIL PRICES
2,000
1,000

pounds

pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

or More, each dllvery........
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
to 200 pounds, each delivery
pounds, each delivery.

20e ptr 100 lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
...30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
....50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FIND

VANT ADS

WMT

YOU WANT

AND
SELL WHAT YOU D3NT WANf

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
'
MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth

among those who

most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless it were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.

SATIS-

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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To pierce yovir order for those

r
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o

e have a new and com
plete line of samples
any one of which would

O'

W

WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

delight the most fastidious

tastes. They come in
I

styles to be engraved with
your name a well as those
suitable for sending with-

out the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this
year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
delay in getting your cards

Hi

EMBOSSED STATIONERY

JSJ c&n furnish it in whito
V or colors embossed to

your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use'of the dies.
All three-lettmonograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to you
with the stationery. There
er

a

large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends uponjthe style.

is

-

Zl

IAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

irtt
Hays of Las Vegas has
jnadt application at the court house
J'or $6 bounty on three coyotes killed
by him recently near Union.
The office of the county clerk has
issued a marriage license to Margarita
Lopez, aged 17, of Puerto do Luna,
and Andres Ixpez, aged 30, of
Domingo

car

of boldlers
passed
through l.as Vegas today nttached to
traiu No. 1. The army boys are from
Wilmin gton Barracks, ' Delaware, and
are bound for Fort Bliss, Texas, on
the Mexican border.
A

full

The funeral services of Joseph Por
ter Flint will occur tomorrow after
noon at 2 o'clock from the chapel or
t v.. .lohnsen and Son. The wev. n.
- Interment
A. Simonds will officiate.
will be in the Odd Fellows' cemetery.
of
Mr. Flint was the brother
mm. nehecca Flint of this city. He

at the

PHOTOPLAY
Prince Party."
"The Rocky Road to Love,"

CALIFORNIA HEAD LETTUCE
CELERY

FRESH TOMATOES

-

LOCAL NEWS

FARM SAUSAGE,

BROOKFIELD

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

BACON,

OYSTERS,

Jones Bros

MON-ARC-

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
la wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Emenaker, jeweler and watchmaker,
now located at 612
Douglas avenue.

Store

Fresh Keg
Just Tapped

t

3

1

GROCER

Your

fraSplfiiiqiijliljlJ

Ill

GIFTS
will not

BE

ilOOSItRspECL

ga.rt

I

modeling not yet being completed and will give a liber
al discount on everything in our store. You will save
money here.

chestra. At the Mutual theater
day matinee and night. Adv,

s

DON'T LEAVE THE CAKE AROUND.
that you have baked with our

pQjjUj d

Else you'll be putting

resiauwe temptations in tne

j

rr

if.J?I

B

111
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dren's way.
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he surpriaed and delight-.ea how easy It is to be a cood

N

.

baker with our flour.' Why don't
you

J5he

cer- -

.

You'll

'

lr- -

chii- -

For our flour

..... ......

4Xf

try it?

s

Las Vegas Roller Mills

n It tie Hcie

Of

The Best

Everyliiig Eatable

Of

Old Fashioned-

-

V

Buckwheat Flour
Maple Syrup Honey- THE ORAAF & HAYWARD

Sun-

,

Christian Science services at Carnegie library Sunday morning at 11
o'clock. Subject of lesson, "God the
Preserver of Man." Reading room at
same address open daily except Sunday, from 2 to 5 p. m. The public is
cordially welcomed to the services
anil reading room.

SON

flour.

FLORIDA

GRAPE FRUIT

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

A RIVAL OF

vative Bank.
HICKS

J.

II. YORK

ESTABLISHED

Q7G

POPULAR DRUG CLERK GOES ON
RECORD AS A MAKER OF

Grocer and Baker

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

PROPHECIES

Vegas
p
m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way.
"In the Candle Light," special two- $3.
Round trip tickets good for one
reel feature with William Garwood
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
Vivian
and
Rich. Also Mutual Weekly showing latest scenes of the EuroST. PAUL'S NOTES
pean war. Music by the Mutual orSt. Paul's choir will meet for re-

J. C. JOHNSEN

f

DAVIS IS

AITE

;"

-

Mr. and Mrs. Malaney
mm

Are now Ready for Inspection.

First Class Photography

iff

For the remainder of 1914 we will make
fcgTiil Cabinet Photos for 02m GO
Ca.ll and have your Christmas Photo taken
Work Finished Promptly.
DEVELOPING one six exposure film and
finished print from each picture, only 25c
Give us a trial Order.
On The Plaza
Veeder Building
''.was

one-arme- d

Gifts of furniture and household goods generally last a
life time. We are at a disadvantage on account of our re-

r

BANANAS

20-2- 1

IF PURCHASED AT OUR STORE

r

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

Twenty pounds sugar for $1.00 at
It has been said many times: "Give
Rosenwald's tonight, 7:30 to 10 o'clock
Order your revenue cancellors now. a good local talent entertainment in
only; 20 pounds to a customer.
Optlo Pub. Co.
Las Vegas and you are sure of a
crowd." But the show must be good.
Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
J. E. Rosenwald lodge will hold The fact that a large number of tickyour Christmas "gift problems. Adv. its regular meeting Monday, evening ets ailready have been purchased for
at 8 o'clock at the vestry room of The Private Secretary," the farce- I have two furnished bedrooms for
.Temple Montefiore. Officers will be comedy at the opera house on Decem
rent. 614 Columbia avenue. Adv.
elected for the ensuing year.
ber 17, makes the Elks feel that they
have a good show or else folks would
Emenaker, jeweler and watchmaker,
According to the report of
not do their ticket shopping so early,
now located at 612
Observer Lewis of the Normal
Douglas avenue.
Certainly on paper "The Private
Adv.
University the minimum temperature Secretary" hae all tne ear marks of
reached last night was 21 degrees. a
good show. The cast could hardly
The sweetest and purest candy In The maximum was 40 degrees yester be
improved, the production is in the
the city at Murphey's Drug Store. In day.
hands of an able directress and the
handsomej, ribbon tied embossed boxes
play itself Is considered one of the
The United States civil service com funkiest ever written.
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.
mission has scheduled several more
Waite Davis, up at Murphey'e, beFor sale cheap, household furniture examinations to take place next
sides being something of a fly catcher,
for three days. Mrs. Dillon, 1022 month. They are as' follows: January
is allso a full fledged prophet Waite
Fourth street. Adv.
12 for telegraph and telephone ln-says that judging from the sale of
pector f male) at ;a salary ranging tickets for "The Private Secretary"
Twenty pounds sugar for $1.00 at
the Elks will be
Rosenwald's tonight, 7:30 to 10 o'clock gardener (male) at a salary of ?720; Friday afternoon,
to hang the S. R. O. sign.
forced
only; 20 pounds to a customer.
January 20 for scientific assistant
When Dave Conway heard this
(male) at a salary of $900; January statement, in his excitement he nearSomething doing at the Mutual Sun 20 for assistant inspector of weights
of ice water on one of
ly upset a
day matinee and night. Good music. and measures (male) at a salary of the most glass
citizens. Both
prominent
Adv.
$900 to $1,400; January 20 for engi- these men are
Just Itching to turn
neer, sawyer and blacksmith at a sal over to you one or more of those
W. V. McKesson, who has been sick ary of $900; January 20 for lay in
s. day or so
for some time, returned to his work spector (male) at a salary of $840; choice seats, which in
"will be no more.
at the postofflce today.
for preparator in ento
January
Hermann and Hull have been busier
mology at a salary of; $60 a month, than a
stenogracouple of
Writing paper. Can you Imagine a Any person desirous of obtaining fur
more acceptable gift than a great big ther particulars concerning these ex phers Vith the hives getting out two
beautiful box of writing paper? Mur- aminations should see Oscar Linberg, big street car signs advertising "The
Private Secretary." Take a moment
phey has the most stylish and best local representative of the commis
to examine it closely, it's a work of
In
Adv.
the
quality
sion.
city.
art. Frank Hull struck off a good
cartoon of his conception of "The
The Browne Sunday night only,
AUTO STAGE
Private Secretary," which Is being
"Blood Will Tell,", featuring Francis
AuiomoDiie siage line to "Mora trl showed In the movla houses.
Bushman.
One of the greatest three
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
Have you received a postal from
act Colonial dramas ever produced.
g a "The
corner
urday,
leaving
Murphey'a
One is
Private Secretary?"
Thousands of dollars were spent on
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
coming your way.
the stage settings alone. Adv.
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las
5:45

APPLE CIDER

50 Cents gallon
UiE

114

Phone Vegas

511 6th St.

ORANGES'

Adv.

PUHE AND SWEET

A

UN-

CO.

;

STRAWBERRIES

AT- -

STEARNS

AND

A

GRAPES

YOU CAN GET THEM

MONARCH FRUITS.

VEGETABLES,
ONLY

SHIPT

SEAL

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

SPECIALS IN WINDOW

CARROTS

Be sure and visit Murphey's Drug
Store during gift buying season. Adv.

It has been reported to the office
of the Agua Pura company that the
ice on the company's dams m the can
yon is 10 inches thick. If the present
cold spell continues the company will
commence cutting on the dams by the
end of next week.

ing Christmas.

TURNIPS

fTSSS

JONES

OFF

3

PAQE, FURNITURE
DERTAKING

SWEET POTATOES

that a member of the
postofflce force recently ate a
breakfast consisting of 16, fat juicy
pancakes. The cakes were irrigated
by a canal of olive oil. There are
some mighty accomplished
people
among the mail carriers.
Is reported

local

On everything in
the Store except-

Wet

Francis X. Bushman In "The

Vltagraph Comedy.

JONES DAIRY FARM

1--

Saturday

Tonight

H. R. Janse was here today from
Topeka, Kan. Mr. JanBe Is the insur
ance Inspector of the Santa Fe railroad. He waB here on .a tour of In"
''
.i
'spectlon..

DAIRY FARM SAUSAGE,

1914.

12,

It

age of 69.

The Very Best Goods

DECEMBER

PROGRAM

in-la-

died yesterday,

SATURDAY,

is

u
2
3

i

MAJESTIC

MALLEABLE
RANGES

5T.IMM.

1M

5T.l.aUIS.

cPI

MAJESTIC
MALLEABLE
RANGE,
modern,
will last a lifetime, save toil,
time, trouble, worry, repairs and
fuel, give quick, dependable results, hop water in abundance.

--4

Easy terms.

U

'j

o

CO. STORE
THE GREAT MAJESTIC

LUDWID

Installments

WM. ILFELD
phone Main 379

Everything In Furniture and
Hardware,

Garage.
31
mi

TILL CHRISTMAS
We are displaying swell lines of
Cut Glass.

Silverware.

O

China Closets.
Buffets.

Dressers.
Library Tables.
TushtheButtcn-andRes-

.

"""

"HUNT'S"

HUNT

When you

want the last word

ih.

f

"THE PRIVATE SECRETARY"

IRON

A

fpj

!

' ?

1J

Ifyou want an evening of real
svirejenuf enjoyment.

4

HJ

H about at
for cooking as
X most of good
n "ranges." the cheap
are usually
o made to sellThey
not to bake.
II

At VVhaleri

SHOPPIllYS

An old fashioned fire place ' is

to

We will have another carload shipped from the factory, In a few days..
Place your order now and get just
what you want.
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you though-o- f
thatTjf .
A .full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.

.

THE GREAT MAJESTIC
S

or Color in your 1915 Ford?

meeting of the congregation of
Temple Montefiore has been called
for 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon. All
members are requested to be present,
as important business will be
A

hearsal in the church tonight at 7:15
o'clock.
Every member is urged to
The office of the county clerk has
be present promptly; work is import- issued a
marriage license to Francisco
ant,'
M. O. Perez, aged 25, of Las Vegas,
The Ladies' Guild has adjourned un- and Placida
Gallegos,
aged 17, of
til after the holidays.
East I. as Vegas.
The Altar Guild will meet at 4
o'clock on Thursday with Mrs. J. S.
Moore, 716 National.
Carol practice will be held in the
guild hall on Monday at 4:30 o'clock.

The Browne Sunday night
onlv.
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
Francis X. Bushman in "Blood vVil
Tell," three acts, the climax of a ro
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
mantic Colonial drama. Critics call it the week ending December 12, 1914.
one of the best photoplays ever pro Mr. John Q. Adams, Mrs. Dlorose
duced. Adv.
Apodaca, Mrs. Laura pucher, Mr. Jerome Eslava, Dr. j. A.' Fuller. Jr..
Lee Devine, a member of the Mora
enorita Dona Antonia
Gallegos,
county road board, has notified Robert jHays Brothers, R. E. Howe, John C.
J. Taupert, San Miguel county road Ingram, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Kalvelage,
commissioner, that the new bridge at Don Clemente Lucero, Mrs. Ella
Watrous will be thrown open for use
J. R. Mumm, Mr. H. H.
tomorrow. - The people of Watrous are Palmer," Mrs.
Mary Snyder, A. T. Stevplanning to have a celebration' In hon- ens, Mr. Juan Vasela, Mr. R. L. Young,
or of the event, which will be of great Mr. .Tom Zeller.
importance to every automobile travWhen calling for the above letters
eler who lives in this country or who please, ask .for "Advertised Letters."
makes a trip to the Pacific coast.
K V. LONG, Postmaster.

O

Do you wish Special Equipment

ITll'i

H
:
Easy Rockers.
Hall Seats and Mirrors.
Davenport and Duofold Beds.
Wilton and Axminsfer Rugs.
Come and see our grand array
for the holidays.

I

Mill

Opposite

the Y,

M.

in
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Going Fast af fJsurphoy'Q

FIND "FORTS"

BE

CG3EPAIT

c. A.

Given by BlksDecember 17.

If yoi

are looking for the u'most

in Canned Vegetables.
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